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The cigarette market in Hong Kong is extremely competitive with over
one hundred brands sharing more than 600,000 smokers. Cigarettes are
mainly imported from The United States and The United Kingdom. The
perceived trend of increasing market share of the cigarettes imported
from China had initiated this study. It attempts to identify the reasons
for this potential increase by finding out the main differences between
the Chinese-Brand Smokers (CBS) and the Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers (NCBS).
515 structured personal interviews were conducted and the data obtained
were analysed by computer techniques.
The CBS are found to be relatively more price conscious. They
generally have higher brand awareness and usage of the Chinese brands with
high preference. Many of them also prefer non-Chinese brands as their
second brands for a change. The NCBS dislike and are unfamiliar with the
Chinese brands. They have very high preference towards non-Chinese brands.
Both groups of smokers can distinguish the non-Chinese brands into
Virginia and blended cigarettes very well but the Chinese brands are
regarded as made in China. The most important cigarette factors are found
to be smoothness, mildness, tobacco tasts, price and flavor/aroma. The
selected personality variables and opinion questions are found to be
unimportant criteria in distinguishing between the two groups of smokers.
The media exposure pattern of the respondents suggests that the CBS
are relative more left-inclined in their political indication and ethnocentric
than the NCBS. The NCBS are relatively more highly educated, younger,
and richer.
3FORWARD
The cigarette industry in Hong Kong has long been a prosperous one,
The imported cigarettes from the United States and the United Kingdom
have been dominating the local market with a gradual trend of outwieghing
the local manufacturing. Imported cigarettes from Mainland China occupy
only a very minor share of the market in Hong Kong. Recently, there was a
great increase in the advertising frequency of Chinese cigarette brands
through the mass media, resulting in a considerable increase in market
share. This is a little unusual in comparison with their marketing strategies
adopted in the past. The purpose of this survey is to try to find out the
main differences between two segments of the market: the Chinese-Brand
Smokers and the Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers. This research attempts to
identify the reasons for and the potential of this increase so that a new
set of marketing strategies maybe designed to cope with the present and
future situation from a local manufacturer's point of view.
This thesis is based on the research project entitled A Comparison
of Chinese Brand Cigarette Smokers and Non-Chinese Brand Cigarette Smokers
in Hong Kong. This project was supported by the British-American
Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited. The field interviews were performed
by the interviewers of Survey Research Hong Kong, Ltd. Questionnaire
design and data analysis were accomplished by The Lingnan Institute of
Businese Administration, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. Project
4Director was Dr. Frank J. Carmone, Jr., Visiting Associate Professor of
the Institute. The author was the principal investigator.
This report contains some information that is considered confidential
Thus many of the brand names used in this thes .:are disguised. The
completion of this thesis is indeed indebted to the British-American
Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Ltd., especially Mr. K.K. Man, the Marketing
Planning Manager of the company, for their kind generosity in permitting
the author to use some of the data and findings of the project. Further-
more, the author is also indebted to several personnel for their invaluable
assistance in bringing this thesis to completion: particularly, the
supervisor of this thesis, Dr. Frank J. Carmone, Jr. who provided constant
advice and guidance Mrs. A. Leung who edited the paper Miss R. Pang who
typed the thesis manuscript Miss W.C. Lee who assisted the author in the
preparation of the Chinese synopsis Mr. K.N. Tang, the Director of Survey
Research Hong Kong Mr. Thomas Chen, the supervisor and the interviewers
who assisted the author in questionnaire design, pilot testing and actual
data collection from the field. Without their active assistance and co-
operative support, the completion of this thesis would not be possible.
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11.0 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
1. 1. INTRODUCTION
It is the customer who determines what a business is. For it is
the customer, and he alone who through being willing to pay for a good or
a service, converts economic resources into wealth, things into goods. What
a business thinks it produces is not of first importance-- especially
not'to the future of the business and to its success. What the customer
thinks he is buying, what he considers 'value', is decisive-- it
determines what a business is, what it produces and whether it will prosper-.
Peter Drucker (7, p.89)
Marketing and marketing management play important roles in our society
and in our business firms. Modern management has evolved from a production-
oriented to a sales-oriented and finally to a marketing-oriented view of
business. Nowadays, this same sort of evolution in thinking and organization
has occurred in many companies. General Electric was the pacesetter in the
movement toward marketing orientation, or what is formally called the
"marketing concept." Rather than just a method of operation, this concept
is really a new philosophy of business.
The underlying principle of the marketing concept is that a firm
should seek to meet the needs of customers, at a profit, rather than
placing its main emphasis on its own internal activities and utilization
of its resources. These latter factors are also important, of course,
but those who believe in the marketing concept feel that customers' needs
should be the firm's primary focus and that resources should be organized
2to satisfy those needs( 8, p.27).
In implementing this concept, the marketing manager has to select the
company's target markets by analyzing the following: (1) potential customers
(2) marketing mixes (3) its ability to provide these marketing mixes
(4) company objectives and (5) other, often uncontrollable variables such
as the company's environment and resources. When evaluating potential
target markets, however, it should be realized that what is often considered
as one market may actually be many smaller, more homogeneous markets. It
is the concept of market segmentation that recognizes these diversities of
customers' wants and that different customers may respond differentially to
various marketing strategies. It depends on the company's ability and
decision to develop special products to satisfy target customers in
different market segments.
An analysis of problems that face both large and small companies
shows that it is possible to reduce the number of variables in the marketing
mix to four basic ones: Product, Place, Promotion and Price. It is very
helpful to think in terms of these four major ingredients- the "four P's"-
of a marketing mix when making important marketing decisions. Yet, all
decisions require facts or informational inputs of some type. It is
through marketing research that these informational inputs can be specified,
collected, analyzed, and presented for the purpose of providing the facts
necessary for making these decisions intelligently..
Marketing research is a systematic and objective search for and
analysis of information relevant to the identification and solution of any
problem in the field of marketing (6, p.3). It is not an element in the
marketing mix, but a tool used for the purpose of making decisions about
3
the elements of the marketing mix. This thesis deals with certain aspects
of marketing research in its application to the cigarette market in Hong
Kong. Cigarettes are popular consumer products in the local market. The
market situation is highly dynamic under the interaction of many intricate
factors. To name a few, these include social, economic, psychological and
political factors. Thus, the study of consumer behavior in this industry
becomes very important in coping with the changing demands of the consumers.
This thesis attempts to find out the consumer characteristics of two
selected segments of the cigarette market in Hong Kong: the Chinese-Brand
Smokers and the Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers. Another intention is to try
to reveal some of the key aspects in the study of consumer behavior and to
introduce some relatively new techniques in the field of marketing research
in discovering these basic needs and wants of customers. It is hoped that
the research findings in this study will help the local cigarette companies'
executives in the planning of their marketing strategies.
41.2 THE CIGARETTE INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
The cigarette industry in Hong Kong began in the period of World
War I. Before 1969 there were five manufacturers. During 1970 two of
them closed down (4, p.1). Until the end of 1974 therewere four
registered tobacco manufacturing companies in Hong Kong. They are as
follows:
1. The British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited
2. Hong Kong Tobacco Company Limited
3. Nanyang Brothers Tobacco Company Limited
4. P. Lorrilard Limited
The largest tobacco company in Hong Kong is British-American
Tobacco Company Limited, which describes itself as the world's largest
manufacturer of tobacco products, having also extensive interests in
retail merchandising, paper production and cosmetics (10, p.1). Besides
manufacturing cigarettes of its own, it also produces cigarettes for
other companies in Hong Kong. Nanyang Brothers Tobacco Company is
concerned mainly with the import and export of Chinese tobacco and
cigarettes besides manufacturing its own brands. Generally, these
factories are responsible for manufacturing various medium and low-
priced cigarettes. P. Lorrilard Ltd. stopped manufacturing in Hong Kong
and moved its factory to the Phillipiness in the early 1970's (4, p.62-63).
Thus, there are actually only three local manufacturers left in Hong Kong.
The number of persons employed in the tobacco industry in Hong Kong was
817 at the end of 1974 (Table 1.1). The number of persons employed in
5TABLE 1.1
THE NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND PERSONS EMPLOYED
IN TIE CIGARETTE INDUSTRY OF HONG KONG FROM 1964-74
Year No. of Establishments Persons Employed Change
1964 6 1490
1965 6 1665 +11.7
1966 6 1530 - 8.1
1967 -13.05 1332
1968 5 1221 - 8.3
1969 5 1176 - 3.7
1970 3 1022 - 3.1
1971 3 1034 + 1.2
1972 3 947 - 8.4
1973 4 831 - 2.2
1974 4 817 - 1.7
-35.6
Source: Annual Report, Hong Kong Government,
1965- 75.
6in these ten years from 1965 to 1974 was generally decreasing. This
decrease was due to a decrease in local production.
The Imports, Exports and Re-exports
Except for 1973, the tobacco and tobacco manufactures in imports,
exports and re-exports generally increased (Table 1.2). A similar
trend increase was also observed in cigarettes alone but the exports
were decreasing particularly in 1973. The five largest cigarette
importing countries in descending order were the United States, the
United Kingdom, China, Netherlands and Australia (Table 1.3). These
countries considerably fluctuated in terms of import quantities. The
United States has had a very promising annual increase of over 10% in
its imported quantities since 1970. The United States imported 73.9%
of the total cigarette imports of Hong Kong in 1973 in comparison,
the United Kingdom and China imported 21.2% and 1.9% respectively. The
United Kingdom was Hong Kong's second largest cigarette importer
supplying most of the Virginia cigarettes. Hong Kong turned out be
Britain's fourth best export market in the world for cigarettes. Two
fifths of British cigarettes exported to the entire Commonwealth went
to Hong Kong (12, p.43). In terms of the importing prices, China was
by far the cheapest. Recently, China has increased the quantity she
exported to Hong Kong and is now the main competitor of the locally
manufactured cigarettes.
In 1973 Hong Kong's cigarettes were exported in descending order
mainly to Sabah, Macau and Somaliland. That the total exports decreased
suggests a less important role of exports in local cigarette manufactures
7TABLE 1.2
THE IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND RE-EXPORTS OF
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1974 +48.4 31+14.2 46257
*Values in HK$ million.
Source: Annual Report, Hong Kong Government,
1965- 75.
8TABLE 1.3
TMPnRT CTATTcTTS OF CIGARETTES TO HONG KONG---- 1969- 73
TOTALAUSTRALIACHINANETHERLANDSUNITED KINGDOMU.S.A
QUANTITY PRICEUANTITY 1PRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICEQUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICEYEAR
8,460.9 12.52109.7 5.460.6 18.452,406.7 11.495,855.8 13.091969
10,251.8 12.65164.0 11.81217.9 3.9593.1 13.113,184.3 12.076,398.7 13.211970
(+ 9.3%) 3 (+21.2%)(98.6%)(+15417%)(+32,3%)
11,720.7 14.30264.9 11.91214.9 4.7783.9 15.513,230.0 13.107,831.4 14.331971
(- 2.4%) (+14.3%)(+61.570)(+ 1.4%) (-9.9%)(+22.4%)
13, 116.3 13.90196.6 11.78214.1 6.3832.5 16.9031368.4 13.139.%097.8 14.441972
(- 0.4%)(+ 4.3%) (+11.9%)(-25.8°h)(-61.3%)(+16.2%)
13, 828.0 13.42158.4 11.54265.4 6.66.74.9 17.722,928.4 12.581973 10, 217.8 13.78
(+ 5.4%)(-19.470)(+24.0%)(+438%)(-13.1%)(+12.3%)
1 Qantity values In thousand pounds. 2 Price values in HK$ per pound.
3 Values in brackets showed the% change compared with previous year (Quantity).
Source: Adapted from Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Hong Kong Government
1969- 73
9TABLE 1.4
EXPORT STATISTICS OF CIGARETTES FROM HONG KONG-- 1969- 73
TOTALBRUNEILOA$SABAH SOMALILANDMACAU
UANTIT PRICEPRICEPRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITYPRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITYEAR QUANTITY
6.4829.6 4973.7 6.961260.2 6.856.56623.92849.21969 7.2
6150.2 7.231952.3 6.986.4027.26.80562.97.463462.61970
(+23.7%)(- 8.1%) (+54.9%)(- 9.8%)(+21.5%)
5918.6 7.521171.4 7.436.6012.38.650.27.09860.77.653693.91971





1 Quantity values in thousand pounds. 2 Price values in HK$ per pound.
3 Values in brackets showed the% change compared with previous year (Quantity).




RE-EXPORT STATISTICS OF CIGARETTES FROM HONG KONG-- 1969- 73
MACAU TOTALINDONESIATAIWANSOUTH VIETNAMLOA S
YEAR UANTITY1PRICE2 QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE
1969 160.1 13.63 75.0 15.27 3.8 20.17 19.8 14.78 7.9 9.09 456.4 14.1E
1970 247.2 14.99 131.5 15.26 1.9 17.11 80.9 14.41 123.8 15.67 73001 15.15
(+54.4%) 3 (+75.3%) (-50.0%) (+308.6%) (+1467%) (+60.0%)
1971 303.4 16.56 124.5 15.89 2.9 16.61 84.4 16.06 149.6 17.59 895.2 16.28
(+22.7%)(- 5.3%) (+52.6%)(+ 4.3%) (+20.8%) (+22.6%)
1972 281.4 18.51 80.6 13.92 171.5 10.65 87.3 15.32 111.8 17.44 1036.7 15.54
(- 7.3%) (-35.3%) (+5814%)(+ 3.4%) (-25.3%) (+15.8%)
1973 364.8 19.90 201.6 13.03 191.4 10.01 190.5 8.90 139.5 17.26 1397.8 14.86
(+29.6%) (+150%) (+11.6%) (+118%) (+24.8%) (+34.8%)
1 Quantity values in thousand pounds 2 Price values in HK$ per pound.
3 Values in brackets showed the% change compared with previous year (Quantity).
Source: Adapted from Hong Kong Trade Statistics, Hong Kong Government
1969- 73.
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(Table 1.4). Re-exports of cigarettes from Hong Kong were relatively
small compared to the amount of imports and exports. In 1973 cigarettes
were re-exported in descending order mainly to Macau, Laos, South Vietnam,
Taiwan. and Indonesia (Table 1.5).
The Nature of the Market
There are over 600,000 regular smokers in the Uolony ana it one
adds occasional smokers to this figure, the total number probably exceeds
700,000 (3, p.11). This is approximately 16% of the total population in
Hong Kong. They are found in every sector and social strata of the Colony
indicating a very high popularity within the community.
According to the Government statistics, the General Consumer Price
Index for alcoholic drinks and tobacco has soared annually since 1966,
reaching an annual increase rate of 11% 'in 1974 (Table 1.6). Because of
the rise in the standard of living, the rise in the price of locally
manufactured brands, and a general feeling among local consumers that
local brands were inferior, the cheaper local brands were giving way
to the high-priced imported ones. As a result, the local manufacturers
had to gradually cut down the rate of production.
Table 1.1 reveals a declining trend in the number of cigarette
manufacturing companies and employment in the tobacco industry in Hong
Kong. On the other hand, the total domestic consumption increased
annually, resulting in a higher demand for imported high-priced and
high quality cigarettes (Table 1.7). Thus, the importers which supply
blended and Virginia cigarettes to smokers in Hong Kong are becoming
more important. The chief importers are as follows (2, p.13):
12
TABLE 1.6
GENERAL CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
OF ALCHOLIC DRINKS AND TOBACCO FROM 1964- 74.
(September 1963- August 1964= 100)

































Average: 1960- 73 3,279.5 pcs.
1960- 69 3,219.7 pcs.
1970- 73 3,429.0 pcs.
source: smoKers survey 1SIJ, an unpublished report provided
by a local cigarette company (2, p.6).
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1. The British-American Tobacco Limited
Leading imported brands-- Viceroy, Lucky Strike, Pall Mall,
Kool, L M, 555 State Express,
Benson Hedges, Chesterfield,
Senior Service etc.
2. The China Limited
Leading imported brands-- Chung Hwa, Double Happiness,
Tientsin etc.
3. P. Lorillard Company
Leading imported brands-- Kent, Vantage etc.
4. Choy Brothers Company
Leading imported brands-- Addulla No. 7, Addulla No. 1,
Addulla King Size etc.
5. Rothmans of Pall Mall Export Limited
Leading imported brands-- Rothmans, Silva Thins, Hi-lite etc.
6. Hing Lan Hong and Man Cheong Hong
Leading imported brands-- Winston, Salem, Camel etc.
7. Hong Kong Tobacco Company Limited
Leading imported brands-- Craven 'A', Dunhill etc.
8. Hop Shun Hong
Leading imported brands-- Ginseng, Torch, Red Lantern etc.
9. Wei Ming Hong
Leading imported brands-- Marlboro etc.
This steady trend of growth in the rate of consumption is not
because the smokers have increased their rates of consumption, but
15
because more people take up smoking especially the younger and female
smokers. The total growth for the period from 1960 to 1973 is 19.33%
(Table 1.7). This increase is again revealed by the import figures
of tobacco and tobacco manufactures into Hong Kong (Table 1.2). This
growth is also in line with the increase of the adult population in
Hong Kong (Table 1.8).
TABLE 1.8








Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, Census
Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government, 1970-1974.
The Product
At present there are over one hundred different brands of
cigarettes traded in the Hong Kong market even though every year new
brands are introduced and at the same time some are faded out yet this
huge number remains in the highly competitive market. These brands
can be classified by the mode of blending the tobacco (viginia and blended),
size (regular, king-size, and super king-size), filter type (plain
and filter), filter tip (cork and white) and the package (hard and soft
packs). In the market they are divided into eight segments. Table 1.9
16
reveals these eight segments, with some of the leading brands in
each segment( 2, p.22).
Table 1.9
SEGMENTS OF CIGARETTES THEIR LEADING BRANDS
Leading BrandsSegments




Pall Mall, Camel Plain,2. Imported Blended Plain
Lucky Strike etc.
Cigarettes (IBP)




555 SE, Gold Flake,4. Imported Virginia rlaln
Senior Service etc.
Cigarettes (IVP)
Good Companion, General,5. Local Blended Filter
Varsity, Hillion,Cigarettes (LBF)
Conqueror, Bristol, Snowman etc.
Union, Marvels, Globe,6. Local Blended Plain
First Prize, Red Indians,
Cigarettes (LBP)
Gallant etc.
Capstan, Chung Hua,etc.7. Local Virginia Filter
Cigarettes (LVF)




Among the four segments of filter cigarettes, the imported
blended filter cigarettes hold the dominant position. They are
all first class cigarettes with higher prices. With the rise in
the standard of living in recent years, the smokers normally
prefer high-priced imported cigarettes to the low-priced locally
manufactured ones. Table 1. 10 reveals the recent trend of the
market share of each segment of cigarettes. The filter cigarettes
show a growth trend with increase in the imported segment. The
increase in the imported segment is probably because of their
connotation of prestige and the smokers generally low opinion
of the low-priced low quality local cigarettes.
The plain cigarettes are gradually losing their market
share in Hong Kong. Their market share percentages shrink every
year. The reason for the decline in sales of plain cigarettes is
the result of the Health Report in the United States in 1964
saying that smoking is hazardous to health. When this news spread
to Hong Kong, many smokers gave up their plain cigarettes and
scrambled for filter cigarettes.
Besides the decline in sales of the plain cigarettes,
virginia cigarettes are also losing their market shares, the
decrease is more obvious for the imported Virginia plain
cigarettes. Smokers either switch to filter cigarettes or change
to local Virginia plain cigarettes. This proves the slight increase
in the market share of the local Virginia filter cigarettes.
Thus there is a trend towards an increase in the market share
of the filter cigarettes. This trend has already been noticed by
the importers and local manufacturers reflected in their marketing
18
TABLE 1.10
MARKET SHARE OF EACH SEGMENT OF CIGARETTES
1968Segment 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
LBF 40.0 43.0 45.0 46.0, 47.7 50.1
IVF 8.2 8.0 7.5 7.6 6.5 5.5
LBF 18.0 18.5 2 0.0 21.0 20.9 20.5
6..0LVF 6.0 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.4
Filter total 72.2 75.5 79.5 81.1 83.1 84.5
IBP 13.0 11.0 8.4 707 7.0 6.8
.4.2IVP 4.5 3.0 3.0 2.1 100
LBP 6.1 6.0 5.7 5.2 4.8 4.7
LVP 4.2 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.3.0
Plain Total 27.8 24.5 20.1 18.9 16.9 15.5
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10000
Source: Retail Audit Reports of Local Tobacco companies (2,p.24).
* Classification as of Table 1.9, p.16.
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strategies of increasing emphasis on the blended filter cigarettes
rather than Virginia cigarettes (2, pp. 23-25).
Cigarettes and wine are both regarded as luxuries in the
Colony. Cigarettes are usually regarded as shopping goods with
considerably degree of brand loyalty. The packages of many of the
brands are highly attractive and well designed. The most popular
size is 20 cigarettes per pack.
The Distribution Channels and Promotion
Over 12,000 retail outlets scattered around all parts of the
Colony including the New Territories sell cigarettes of various
brands. They are mainly supermarkets, ordinary retail stores,
cigarette stalls, restaurants, cafe and hotels. The average retailer
can sell about 200 packs of high-priced cigarettes and 150 packs of
low-priced ones each day. Besides the three manufacturers and nine
importers, there are over thirty distribution companies. These
wholesalers and distributors are responsible for supplying
replenishments to these retail outlets. Many regular smokers also
replenish their cigarettes directly through these wholesalers and
distributors by buying one carton (10 packets) or more at a time.
The importers and local manufacturers have good connections with
these distribution channels. Some of them even own a certain line
of retail outlets. Thus there is considerable vertical integration
of the channels in the local market. The distribution network is
well coordinated and efficient.
20
One can see cigarette advertisements everywhere in form of
store signs, posters, motion pictures, magazines, newspapers,
televisions, and even radios around the Colony. A number of the
largest clients of the advertising agencies are cigarette importers
and manufacturers. Every year, huge sums of money are spent on these
mass media. The promotion means are mostly effected by mass advertising
and novelties distributions. Personal selling is rarely found. It
seems that the promotion schemes in the local market are quite success-
ful.
Price
The cigarettes imported from both the United States and the
United Kingdom are high-priced cigarettes. They- are called Class A
cigarettes. In 1974 their prices range from $1.30 to $1.90 per pack
of 20 cigarettes. The Cigarettes from China and those locally
manufactured ones are mainly low or medium-priced. Their prices range
from $0.80 to $1.20 per pack of 20 cigarettes.
In general, the prices of imported cigarettes are higher than
those exported and the price of re-exported cigarettes are higher than
those imported, because the imported and re-exported cigarettes are
of high-quality whereas those exported are of relatively lower quality
local manufactures.
The cigarette prices in Hong Kong are fairly cheap when compared
with their counterparts in other Asian countries. This is because of
the low duty rate imposed upon the imported tobacco by the Hong Kong
Government. Before February 27, 1975 the price range was from $0.80 to
21
$1.90 for a pack of twenty cigarettes. The majority of the brands
are at the $1.60 and $0.90 levels. There was considerable increase
in price over the past few years (Table 1.11) but the demand of
imported cigarettes seemed to be inelastic. The increases were
usually the result of the increased tax rate imposed by the
Government (2, p.16).
TABLE 1.11
RF.fRT)S CIGARETTE PRICE INCREASES IN HONG KONG
8%Imported Virginia CigarettesFeb. 1966
11%Local Virginia CigarettesApr. 1966
8%Imported Blended CigarettesJuly 1969
7%Imported Virginia CigarettesNov. 19 70
7%Imported Virginia CigarettesDec. 1972
14%Local Blended CigarettesFeb. 1973
12%Locally manufactured brandsMar. 19 74
7%Imported brands
13%Locally manufactured brandsMar. 19 75
20%Imported brands
Source: Sales Reports of a Local Tobacco Company
1966- 74 (2, p. 16) Budget 1975-76,
Hong Kong Government.
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In 1974, the normal profit of the wholesalers. and retailers per
carton of cigarettes (10 packs of 20 cigarettes) were as follows:
TABLE 1.12





Selling Prices of Whole-
2.86%7.202.22%13.80saler= The Buying Prices
of the Retailer
Selling Prices of the
X8.00 11.11%8.70%15.00Retailer= The Buying
Prices of the Consumers
Source 2, p.17
The markups are higher for the low-priced cigarettes, which are
2.86% and 11.11% for wholesalers and retailers respectively, compared
with 2.22% and 8.7% for. the high-priced cigarettes. Furthermore, as
the retailers have to provide matches for each pack of cigarettes sold,
their profit margin is further reduced. In 1973, because of the lack.
of the supply of matches, the retailers could not afford to provide them
for the low-priced cigarettes, and they were reluctant to provide them
for high-priced cigarettes as well. At present, most of the retail
outlets do not provide their customers with matches.
Recent Development.
Unitl 1974, sales of cigarettes had been steadily climbing at a
rate of about 3% a year. As a-result of soaring costs or raw materials
and imported products, and the government's efforts to squeeze more
23
revenue from the smoking population, the average cigarette consumer
is now paying $12 per mon more for his cigarettes than he was in 1974.
According to the Chairman and General'Manager of the British-American
Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited,. Mr. H.W.L. Paul, the total number
of cigarettes consumed in the Colony in the past year dropped by
approximately 5% (3, p.11).
The industry's growth rate hitherto has been about 3% per annum.
If one allows for this fact, it could be said the real fall in sales
over the past year has been a very significant 8%. This drop could be
interpreted as a fall in the number of cigarettes consumed by the
Hong Kong smokers due to the recession in 1974.
These increasing pressures and costs of the industry had caused
most merchants and importers to absorb much of the inflationery costs
and to keep the profit margin as low as possible in order to maintain
sales. The tax increase in the Government's Budget 1975-76 had caused
the retail price to increase by 20 cents for a pack of twenty cigarettes
as of February 27, 1975. This, coming at a time when there is considerable
pressure.on consumer purchasing power and with unemployment about, is
abviously worrying the industry.
24
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The cigarette market in Hong Kong is extremely competitive with
over one hundred different brands sharing about 600,000 to 700,000
smokers. The most important means of sales promotion is effected
through mass advertising. In the past few years, sales of cigarettes
rised steadily. In 1974, the world suffered from inflation and
recession such that the local cigarette industry also faced with rising
costs and lower profit margins. The imports from China have long been
a keen competitor of the other importers and local manufacturers. It
was at that time the sales promotion effort of the Chinese brands
was increased considerably. This was a little unusual in comparison
with their marketing strategies adopted in the past. The increasing
advertising expenditures would probably increase their share in this
competitive market. The importers of other brands and the local
manufacturers noticed this trend. Thus large manufacturers like the
British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited perceived the
necessity to conduct a market research concerning this segment of the
market, namely, the consumers of Chinese brands.
This was the background of the project entitled A Comparison of
Chinese Brands Cigarette Smokers and Non-Chinese Brand Cigarette Smokers
in Hong Kong. This project was supported by the British-American
Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Ltd. and the principal investigation was
conducted by the author under the supervision of Dr. Frank J. Carmone-Jr.
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This project ended in February 1975. With the permission of the Company,
some of the data and findings were used in writing this thesis. The
following are the specific research objectives for this study:
1. a. To obtain brand awareness.and usage data of Chinese and
Non-Chinese-Brand. smokers.
b. To obtain. information about regular and secondary brand usage.
c. To inquire about occasions for smoking cigarettes.
2. a. To identify the brand image of various cigarette brands sold
in Hong Kong.
b. To identify the preferences of the two groups of smokers
towards these brands.
3. a. To discover the terms used by smokers to describe cigarettes
and to distinguish between Virginia and blended cigarettes.
b. To evaluate the relative importance smokers attach to various
smoking attributes.
4. a. To identify any differences in life style of Non-Chinese and
Chinese-Brand smokers.
b. To obtain. smokers' opinions on related topics, such as adver-
tisements, and smoking in general.
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1.4 SUMMARY AND CHAPTER DESCRIPTION
There-are seven chapters in this thesis. This chapter presented
a general description. of the cigarette industry in Hong Kong providing
a comprehensive discussion. of the present situation. The purpose of
this study is to try to find out the main differences between two
segments of the local cigarette market, namely, the Chinese-Brand
Smokers and Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers.
The next chapter deals with the methodology used in this study.
The data collection procedure and definitions of terms are. explained.
The questionnaire design, smapling and analytical methods.are presented.
Some of the relatively new techniques such as Multidimensional Scaling
and Joint Space Analysis are explained to familiarize the reader with
the main concepts.
The results of the analysis are presented in four chapters (Chapters
3, 4, 5, and 6). Chapter 3 deals with the brand awareness and cigarette
usage. The regular and second brand usage data, and the purchasing
behavior of the smokers are discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the findings concerning the brand images and
preferences of the Chinese-Brand Smokers and the Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers
by ranking comparisons and multidimensional scaling techniques.
Chapter 5 concerns the relative importance of the cigarette factors
and the distinction between the virginia and blended cigarettes as
perceived by the smokers. The life styles and psychographics of the two
groups of smokers are compared with their opinions by standard cross
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tabulations and discriminant analysis.
Chapter 6 is the last of the four chapters presenting the findings
of the analysis. This chapter presents the media exposure patterns and
the classification data of the Chinese-Brand Smokers and the Non-Chinese-
Brand Smokers.
Chapter 7 consists of a summary of the findings by objective and
some concluding remarks.
The next Chapter will present the methodology of the present study.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY
This chapter explains the detailed methodology of the thesis.
The terms and theoretical background of the analysis techniques are
discussed. In this study, an ICL computer was used to assist analysing
the information. obtained from the field interviews. Before the actual
fieldwork began pilot tests were carried out and the preliminary
questionnaire had to be revised before a final version was used in the
field. The data from the questionnaire were then punched and cleaned.
The analytical techniques used were: Standard Cross Tabulation Analysis,
Multidimensional Scaling and the related Joint Space Analysis, together
with Discriminant Analysis. These techniques are discussed below.
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2.1 DEFINITION OF TERMS
Listed below are the operational definitions of some terms which
are to be used in this study.
1. A Chinese Brand is defined as one which is perceived to be from
Mainland China even though it may be produced locally, e.g.
Brand 1.
The Chinese Brands reported in the sample of this study were:
Ancient Pokelanin Great Wall
Chung Hwa Peony中 華
紅 雙 囍Double Happiness Seven Star
Gin Seng 天 山Tin Shan人 參
Globe Torch
地 球
2. All the other brands besides these ten are regarded as Non-Chinese
Brands.
3. Chinese-Brand Smokers (CBS)1:
consumers whose regular brand is one of the above ten Chinese Brands.
By regular brand, we mean the brand consumer smokes most frequently
in his every-day smoking.
4. Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers (NCBS)1-:
consumers whose regular brand is not one of the above ten Chinese
Brands.
The abbreviations CBS and NCBS are used in this thesis to represent
these two groups of Chinese-Brand Smokers and Non-Chinese-Brand
Smokers respectively.,
1





2.2 TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS
1. Standard Cross Tabulation
Initial analysis was done on the whole-count obtained from the
MARC Program. 1 Further causal analysis required the use of cross
tabulations which represented an attempt to explain certain relationships
through the introduction of additional factors. The tabulation actually
consisted of counting the numbers of item which fell into the established
categories. Most of the analysis in this study was performed by using
the CROS2(Multiple Cross Tabulations) Program of the LIBA-PACKAGE 3
to generate standard cross tabulation tables of each type of smokers
with respect to their brand awareness and usage, brand images and
preferences, cigarette factors, life style and psychographics, media
exposure and classification data. Tabulations by individual brands were
also generated as a supplement. These cross tabulations were regarded
as further attempts to discover those factors which influenced the
overall results. They represented an extension of the prior tabulations
which merely showed a distribution of a variable or an attribute between
the two groups, CBS, NCBS without reference to possible brand differences
within each group.
1MARC is a program in the LIBA-PACKAGE used to show and check
whether the variables of a set of empirical data have bad codes and
within specified ranges.
2 CROS is another program in the LIBA-PACKAGE used to generate
standard cross-tabulation tables from empirical data sets.
3LIBA-PACKAGE is a series of computer programs available in the
Computer Services Terminal of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. This
package is prepared by Dr. Frank J. Carmone, Jr., Visiting Associate
Professor of Lingnan Institute of Business Administration.of the
University, 1973- 75, who is primarily interested in the application of
computer techniques in the business and research areas.
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2. Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimesional scaling concerned primarily with the spatial
representation of relationships among behavioral data-- in the present
case, buyer perceptions and preferences. The unifying purpose that
these techniques share, despite their diversity, is the double one (a)
of somehow getting hold of whatever pattern or structure may otherwise
lie hidden in a matrix of empirical data and (b) of representing
that structure in a form that is much more accessible to the human eye--
namely, as a geometrical model or picture. The objects under study
(whether these be stimuli, persons, or nations) are represented by points
in the spatial model in such a way that the significant features of the
data about these objects are revealed in the geometrical relations among
the points.
The resulting spatial. representation or scale resembles more
traditional scales such as those of mass, temperature, or intelligence in
that it attempts to capture fundamental properties of the objects under
study solely by setting them into correspondence with positions within a
spatial continuum. It differs from these simple unidimensional scales,
however, in that in order to capture the full complexity of the data, the
points may be allowed to assume positions within a two-dimensional plane
or even within a three or higher-dimensional space as well.
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There are two basic relations that characterize psychological data:
1. Dominance. In this case we order (strictly, with no ties allowed)
the set of elements with respect to some property level, as would be
the case where we are asked to rank a set of fruit drinks in terms
of their tartness. For each pair.of elements A and B (e.g., fruit
drinks) we are asked to say which of the following is true:
A is higher than B with respect to property X
B is higher than A with respect to property X
2. Consonance In this case we attempt to match elements with respect
to some property level, as would be the case where we are asked to
say whether two fruit drinks are alike (or different) in terms of
tartness. For each pair of elements A and B we are asked to say
which of the following is true:
A equals B with respect to property X
A is not equal to B with respect to property X
Virtually all scaling studies involve one or the other of these
tasks. For example, the collection of preference data (if no ''.ties are
allowed) is an instance of employing the dominance relation, but so may
be the scaling of aptitude scores in which, for example, an arithemtic
problem is passed by a subject if and only if he possesses more of the
aptitude than the level being tapped by the problem. Data obtained from
consonance relationships are no less prevalent: rating a product as falling
in the category of superior quality can imply that the perceived attribute
level of the product and that of the label, superior quality, represent
the best match of the alternative response categories available to the
subject. Finally, if one permits ties (a weak order) in.the preference
ordering, one obtains both dominance and consonance relations in the same
data set.
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The concept of dominance or ordering implies a common.unidimensional
scale for any pair of elements so that the terms precedes or is higher
than have-meaning. The notion of consonance or matching can also be
construed as an interval.. along a unidimensional..scale within which the
subject is willing to assume that all points are indistinguishable.
This ordering (or matching) of distances between pairs of points provides
the appropriate. unidimensional..continum that leads to the construction
of multidimensional scales.(6, pp.213-214).
These relatively new and computer-based techniques were employed
in the analysis of the smokers' perceived brand images and preferences.
An illustration is presented below for a better understanding of their
applications in this study.
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An Illustration
Any product-or service can-be visualized as composed of both
objective_ and perceived attributes or dimensions. A company may
conduct extensive laboratory tests on its brand, leading to an objective
description of it in. chemical or physical terms. Such objective attribute
spaces, in which various brands are viewed. as points positioned
somewhere in the space, will usually not agree with the buyer's perceived
space.. The perveived space, in contrast, consists of brand or supplier
positions as related to dimensions. which reflect the buyer's perception
of the product. or service class-- those attributes which he.uses in
making discrimination.judgments among brands or suppliers.




4. Suitable for Chinese
5. High class
6. Good reputation




One of the objectives of this study is to find out how the ten
selected brands were perceived by the NCBS and CBS to be different from
one another in these'selected attributes. In making a comparison of the
ten brands, each brand was compared with the other nine for each group of
smokers.
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Each brand. was represented geometrically on.a two dimensional plane
by a single point. The relationships among the brands were presented
on the plane in terms of their relative distances (Figures 41 and 42).
These relative distances were the perceived dissimilarity scores (or
simply, distances) were generated by using the average values from the
original data and then arranged in the form of a matrix, called a distance
matrix. This distance matrix-was then used as input data into a multi-
dimensional scaling computer packaged program called MD5M available in
the LIBA-PACKAGE of the Computer Services Terminal'of The Chinese University
of Hong Kong. The output was the geometrical representation graphs. This
procedure was applied for both the NCBS and CBS so that a comparison can
be made between the two groups.
From elementary geometry, the distance between two points i and j
in a plane is given by:
That is, the difference of each pair of points is first computed
on each dimension,. in turn, and the differences are squared. The two
squared differences are then added together and finally the square root
of the result is taken.. This is generalized to more.than two dimensions
by the formula:
where each difference. in coordinates on dimension m (m= 1,2,........,r)
are squared, these quantities are added up and the square root of the
total is taken.
The average values were calculated by adding up the scale values of
each group of smokers and then dividing by the total number of
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respondents in each group. No answers were skipped. The calculation is
presented below for better understanding. For the NCBS and CBS, the
average values of the ten brands are presented in Table 4.2.
Let i,j. and k represent the Brands 1, 2 and 3 respectively while
m.( 1,2,......,14) representing the ten different selected attributes.
The calculation of distances among the three brands would be:
i). Distance between Brand 1 and Brand 2:
ii) Distance between Brand 1 and Brand 4:
iii) Distance. between Brand 2 and Brand 4:
Thus the distance matrix appears like this:
Brand 1 Brand 2 Brand 4
0.9586.Brand 2
3.1133. 3.8177Brand 4
dij = [(2.9114 - 3.0443)2 + (3.620 - 3.1519)2 + (3.3038 - 3.3228)2
+ (2.4430 - 2.6899)2 + (2.8481 - 3.0506)2 + (2.7658 - 3.0063)2
+ (3.1772 - 3.4367)2 + (3.4114 - 4.0443)2 + (2.7532 - 3.0443)2
+ (3.7089 - 3.4051)2]1/2 = 0.9586
dik = [(2.9114) - 2.0696)2 + (3.4620 - 2.5633)2 + (3.3038 - 2.1329)2
+ (2.4430 - 2.1935)2 + (2.8481 - 1.8101)2 + (2.7658 - 1.8101)2
+ (3.1772 - 2.5696)2 + (3.4114 - 1.4602)2 + (2.7532 - 1.9937)2
+ (3.7089 - 3.7405)2]1/2 = 3.1133
djk = [(3.0443 - 2.0696)2 + (3.1519 - 2.5633)2 + (3.3228 - 2.1329)2
+ (2.6899 - 2.1835)2 + (3.0506 - 1.8101)2 + 3.0063 - 1.8101)2
+ (3.4367 - 2.5696)2 + (4.0443 - 1.4620)2 + (3.0443 - 1.9937)2
+ (3.4051 - 3.7405)2]1/2 = 3.8177
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Generally, of course, a representation.obtained by any of these
multidimensional methods.should not be regarded merely as an end in
itself. The primary purpose of such a representation is to enable the
investigator to gain a better understanding of the total underlying pattern
of interrelations in his data and, hence, to decide what further observations,
experiments, or modifications of theory will most advance the science as
a whole.
Part of this desired gain in understanding may be achieved through
the identification of (new) directions or axes through the spatial
representation that can be given compelling substantive interpretations.
Thus we may note that, as we move farther and farther in some particular
direction through the space, the points that we successively encounter
correspond to objects that possess more and more of some particular,
identifiable property. We can then conclude that this property--unlike
properties that'do not have any discernible relation to the spatial
representation--played an important role in whatever process gave rise
to the data.
Again, this procedure of finding interpretable axes becomes
considerably more difficult and uncertain when the number of dimensions
exceeds what can be immediately apprehended in a picture or model. Still,
if all of the potentially significant properties can be specified and
quantified in advance,' analytic procedures are available, for finding
directions through the space that correlate optimally with each such
property. In any case, it has been customary to look for interpretable
axes in the solutions obtained by multidimensional scaling and by factor
analysis alike. And certainly in the case of multidimensional scaling,
the interpretations that have been made in this way have sometimes
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proveded a useful insight concerning the number and nature of the basic
processes, factors, or variables governing the phenomenon under study.
The discovery of interpretable-axes is not, however, the only
way in which a meaningful pattern can be found in a spatial representation.
In many cases it has turned out that a quite different aspect of the
spatial configuration--such as the way the points cluster into several
homogeneous groups, or the way the points are ordered around the perimeter
of a circle--constitutes the most. interpretable aspect of that configuration
This distance matrix was then used as an input into the MD5M program
to generate the geometrical representation graph. In the present study,
of course, ten brands were used and the complete distance matrices are
presented in Tables A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix B for the NCBS and CBS
respectively.
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3. Joint Space Analysis
The analysis of brand preference data is another major application
area for multidimensional scaling methods. A variety of models have
been proposed for the analysis of preference judgments, such as the
distance model, the vector model and the compensatory distance model.
The model used here is a vector model which combines similarities
(for example, brand images) and preference data covering the same group
of stimuli and respondents thus the name Joint Space Analysis. This
model is based on the assumption that all respondents shared the same
perceptual space. Their preferences were assumed to be linearly related
to the projections of the stimuls points on each respondents specific
(unidimensional) vector, which is interpreted as the set of weights
applying to each of the basic dimensions in arriving at a unidimensional
scale of preference values.
Figure 2.1
ILLUSTRATIVE VECTOR MODEL AND ISOPREFERENCE CURVES
II11 Isoprefcrencc








Subject. Rank orders prefcrencc
A D B C E1
D A E C B2
B A C E D3
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Figure 2.1 shows the effect and interpretation of this model
graphically. Different preference values are accounted for by different
vector directions (the vectors being conventionally scaled to unit length).
Stimulus C. for example, is neither most nor least preferred by any of the
three subjects.1 Finally, the scale values for each subject are read
off by projecting each stimulus point on to each vector, in turn.
In this version of the metric vector model, one is free to choose
a unit and zero point independently on each coordinate axis. The
coordinate axes are independent interval scales and one can compare
stimulus points only on each axis separately. The projections of stimulus
points on each subject's preference vector are defined only up to an
interval scale transformation (5, p.75).
1 A less ambiguous illustration of. a mediocre stimulus is point E', shown
near the origin in the left panel of Figure 2.1. In this case no




In the application of multidimensional scaling techniques, there
is a statistic used to measure the Goodness of Fit of the original data
to the model which is called 'stress' (6, p.247). The value of stress
ranges from zero to one with the lower the value of stress the better the
fit. A similar statistic used in preference mapping is the well known
Pearson product moment 'correlation' (6, p.247). Its value also ranges




In dealing with associative data the marketing researcher may
encounter cases where the criterion variable is categorical rather than
measured but where the predictor variables involve interval-scaled data.
For example, the reseacher may wish to predict whether. sales potential
in a given marketing territory will be good or bad, based on certain
measurements regarding the territory's personal disposable income,
population density, number of retail outlets, and the like.
Linear discriminant analysis is an appropriate technique when the
criterion variable is expressed categorically--that is, is nominally scaled
--and the predictor variables are interval scaled. In many cases the
classification will be dichotomous--high versus low or like versus.
dislike. In other cases, however, more than two categories are involved,
as might be the case if we were trying to predict consumer reactions to
test advertisements where classificatory responses were not constrained
to like versus dislike. Appropriate variations of linear discriminant
analysis are available for handling either the two-group or the k-group
(k 2) cases.
Objectives of Discriminant Analysis
In either the two-group or k-group. cases, discriminant analysis
(and classification) involves four main objectives:
1. Testing whether significant differences exist among the average
score profiles of two or more a priori defined groups, assuming
group covariation and dispersion are equal and the distributions
are multinormal.
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2. Determine which variables account most for such intergroup differences
in average profile.
3. Finding linear combinations of the predictor variables that enable the
analyst to represent the groups by maximizing among-group relative to
within-group separation.
4. Establishing procedures for assigning new individuals whose profil.es,
are assumed to be from one of the a priori defined groups.
When more than two groups are involved, more than one linear function
is usually obtained. In general,. with k groups and m predictor variables
one obtains (at most) as many separate functions as are represented by
the smaller.. of the two integers-- k- 1 groups or m variables.
In summary, for a given discriminating system we compute group
averages and mean-square deviations of group values from each group's
average (the within-group dispersion). We then compare this to the mean
square deviations of the group averages from the over-all average (the
among-group dispersion). If the latter is large (relative to the former),
we say that the linear function used in these calculations separates the
groups well (6, p.369).
Linear Classification Procedure
Here we take a two-group classification case. For notation. let
Xji be the ith individual's value of the jth independent variable.
bj be the discriminant coefficient for the jth variable
Z. be the ith individual's discriminant score
i
be the critical value for the discriminant scoreZcrit.
n be the number of independent variable
Let each individual's discriminant score Z. be a linear function of th
i
independent variables. That is,
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1) Zi=b0+x1i+b2x2i+...+bnxni
The classification procedure follows:
, classify Individual 1 as be.ionging LO group 1,
if
crit.
z classify Individual i as belonging to group 2.cr it.
The classification boundary will then be the locus of points
where
When n= 2, the classification boundary is a straignt line. very
individual on one side of the line is classified as Group 1 on the other
side, as Group 2. When n= 3, the classification boundary is a two-
dimensional plane in 3-dimensional space the classification boundary is
generally an n- 1 dimensional hyperplane in n space.
One way we interpret the distinction among the groups is to look at














The entry nij .in the table is the number of individuals who are
actually in Group i, but were classified under Group j. Then (n11+ n22)/n
is the proportion of individuals correctly classified (9, pp. 156-63).
The higher the percentage correctly classified the better the discrimination
among the groups results.
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2.3 Brands Used in the Study
Ten major brands of cigarettes were included in the study: Three
Chinese Brands (Brands 1, 2, and 3) and seven Non-Chinese Brands (Brands
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10). They are all filtered brands. They can be
classified by retail price and the mode of blending the tobacco as shown
in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2 0 1
CLASSIFICATION OF CIGARETTE BRANDS
Mode ofRetail Price Tyne
Brands
Group BlendingPrice
Brand 1 Medium ChineseVirginia$1.20
Low VirginiaBrand 2 Chinese$1.00
Brand 3 Low Virginia Chinese$1.00
Brand 4 Blended ImportedHigh$1.60
High Blended ImportedBrand 5 $1.60
Brand 6 Medium Virginia Imported$1.20
Brand 7 Blended ImportedHigh$1.60
LowBrand 8 Blended Imported$1.00
Brand 9 High Virginia Imported$1.60
Brand 10 Low Blended Imported$1.00
Retail Prices before February 27, 1975.
Because this thesis is based on the research project supported by
the British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited, the brands
were selected according to the Company's need. The result of this project
is considered confidential in order to prevent the Company's competitors




A questionnaire with six major sections was designed for use in a
structured personal interview. Each section contained a different aspect
of the information required of respondents. The questionnaire was
written both in English and coloquial Cantonese. The interviews were
conducted in Cantonese.
In early September 1974, the necessity for a project of this type
was perceived and a proposal was drafted. After the submission of the
proposal to the British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited, a
preliminary questionnaire was prepared. The variables were identified
and the questions were designed in order to probe the information required
to meet the specific objectives. The preliminary questionnaire was
carefully discussed and revised and then translated into Chinese. The
translated questionnaire was then printed and about ten personal inter-
views were conducted by three interviewers of Survey Research Hong Kong
and the author. It was discovered that the questionnaire was too long
taking more than fifty minutes per interview. Since Cantonese had to be
used during the interviews, the Chinese translation was found to be
not coloquially acceptable because the interviews became boring and the
answers could be either biased or distorted. The findings from this
pilot test were thoroughly discussed and the questionnaire revised.
After the tested questionnaire was revised and translated into
Cantonese, a few interviews were conducted and then subitted to the
Company for approval with revision. When the questionnaire design was
approved, the coding scheme was set and the fieldwork began on November
28, 1974.
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In Appendix A, a copy of the final version of the questionnaire and
the coding scheme are attached. The major sections are discussed below.
Section I: Brand Awareness and Usage
This section was designed to identify the regular brand, brand
awareness, and second brand usage data. The method of free association
recall was used in the identification of brand awareness and usage.
Many other variables such as smoking experience, consumption, replenish
frequency, smoking habits, reasons for smoking the brands and buying
quantities were selected trying to identified the usage and purchasing
behavior of the respondents.
Section II: Brand Images and Preferences
The objective description of a product in its chemical or physical
terms usually may not be the same as that perceived by the consumers.
It is important, therefore, to select those attributes which the consumers
use in making discrimination judgments among the brands or products and
putting weights to them. Ten attributes were selected after careful
consideration of the most important possible differences between the
cigarette brands so that the images as perceived by the consumers can
be identified. These included quality, taste, price, suitability for
Chinese, class, reputation, personal suitability, advertising frequency,
package attractiveness, and hotness. They were presented in a five point
scale, and the three Chinese and'seven Non-Chinese brands were evaluated
on these ten sematic differential type scales.
Questions on these characteristics for the four brands Brands-1, 2,
3, and 4 were asked in each interview. The other six brands were Brands 5,
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6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. A total of six brands were asked in each interview
including Brands 1 to 4 and two out of the six other brands (Brands 5 to
10). The order of selection of the two brands and the order of presenting
the six brands were rotated in each interview.
Two scenarios ('Received as Gift' and 'Best Value for the Money')
were chosen to identify the preferences of the consumers. The first
scenario would identify the preferences of the consumers without consider-
ing the economic and price factors, whereas the second scenario would
mainly concentrate on these factors.
Section III: Cigarette Factors
This section was designed to identify the relative importance of
selected smoking factors and the perceived knowledge of Virginia and
blended cigarettes by the consumers. The smoking factors included were:
tobacco taste, price, length of a cigarette, filter tip, flavor/aroma,
mildness, speed of burning, availability, smoothness, filter type, brand
name, blend, country of origin, colour of package, design of package,
hard and soft packs. These are the most important factors deciding the
product and price characteristics of the cigarettes. Their relative
importance to the consumers may directly influence their selection of
brands.
Section IV: Life Styles and Psychographics
This section was designed for the description of the activities,
interests, and opinions (AIO) of various types of smokers. The personality
variables selected were: affiliation, femininity, change, social recognition,
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dominance, aggression, achievement, sentience, self-confidence and
autonomy. The others included: brand loyalty, advertisement, package
and activeness and so on. These variables were selected according to
recent psychological research and related findings (see Section 5.3,p.).
This section was designed to identify significant relationships between
these AIO's and the smokers' brand choice, usage and preference. An
understanding of these psycholofical variables and opinions serves as
a very useful role in the formulation of marketing and advertising
strategies.
Section V: Media Exposure
This section was concerned with the newspaper reading, weeklies
reading, radio listening and television watching habits of the respondents
It attempted to obtain information about the media exposure of the
consumers so that important advertising strategies can be made.
Section VI: Classification Data
Standard demographic classification information was asked in this
section, such as occupation, education level, sex, marital status, age,
and household monthly income. These are important socio-economic data
that would be very useful in understanding the social composition of the
consumers and their economic background.
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2.5 Sampling
Quota sampling was used in this study. Six full-time professional
interviewers of Survey Research Hong Kong, Ltd. were responsible for the
fieldwork. The original quota designed consisted of 250 Chinese-Brand
Smokers and 250 Non-Chinese-Brand Smokers. Within each strata (by type
of smokers) some other variables-- such as sex, and, age-- were control-
led to reflect as much as possible the population (by type of smokers)
distribution of these variables. The composition of the sample is present-
ed in Table 2.2. The values in the table are the actual number of samples
completed, originally designed quotas are presented in brackets.
TABLE 2.2 SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION
Tnta1CBS NCBS
515 (5 00)Total 262 (250) 253 (250)
Age: 15- 34 40 (50) 65 (50) 105 (100)
35- 44 78( 75) 61 (75) 139 (150)
Over 44 144 (125) 127 (125) 271 (250)
Sex: Male 242 (210) 216 (210) 458 (420)
Fema le 57( 80)20 (40) 37 (40)
150 82 232Area: City Block
Estate 112 171 283
Within the sample of Chinese-Brand Smokers, 162 of them smoked
Brand 1, 36 smoked Brand 2, 45 smoked Brand 3 and the rest (19) smoked
other Chinese brands.
The actual fieldwork was carried out from November 28, 1974 to
December 16, 1974. During the fieldwork the quota for the Non-Chinese
brands was easily met but it was quite difficult to locate the Chinese.
Brand Smokers. Thus, at the later stage of the fieldwork, the quota
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restrictions for the Chinese Brands were released and the respondents of
this group were largely obtained from companies, quarters, and factories.
Checking of the interviewing was performed by Survey Research Hong Kong
to make sure that the interviews were performed properly.
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3, 0 ANALYSIS OF BRAND AWARENESS AND USAGE
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 present the major findings of the study.
Most of the findings are derived from standard cross tabulations by
tabulating the smoker groups (CBS and NCBS) against the questions of the
questionnaire. Other tabulations and more sophisticated techniques are
used as supplements. There are six sections in the questionnaire. Each
section of the questionnaire is designed to meet specific objectives of
the study. The six sections are:
Section I: Brand Awareness and Usage
Section II: Brand Images and Preferences
Section III: Cigarette Factors
Section IV: Life Styles and Psychographics
Section V: Media Exposure
Section VI: Classification Data
This chapter presents essentially the major findings from Section I
of the questionnaire concerning the brand awareness and usage data of the
CBS and the NCBS. The information on their regular and secondary brand
usage including the occasions for smoking cigarettes are also discussed.
The purchasing behavior of the smokers are also presented. References
to the tables in Appendix B are useful for a better understanding of the
findings discussed below.
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3.1 Brand Usage and Awareness
A majority (88.97) of all the respondents has been smoking for over
5 years. There are 90.9% of the NCBS and 95.4% of the CBS who have been
smoking for over three years. 86.9% of the NCBS and 90.8% of the CBS have
been smoking for over 5 years. This suggests that the respondents in
the sample are well experienced in smoking (Table A.3).
The regular smokers of Brands 2, 4, 5, and 7 have relatively shorter
smoking experience. There are 16.7%, 13.2%, 26.8% and 30.0% of the
regular smokers of Brands 2, 4, 5, and 7 having smoking experience of
less than 5 years respectively (Table A.5).
58.3% of the respondents smoke 11- 20 sticks of cigarettes each
day. There are relatively more NCBS (60.5%) smoked 11- 20 sticks on the
day before the interview than the CBS (56.1%) while there are relatively
less NCBS (20.9%) smoked over 20 sticks as compared to the CBS (25.2%).
The percentage of NCBS (18.6%) and CBS (18.7%) smoking 0- 10 sticks
each day is approximately the same (Table A.4).
There is 40.0% of the regular smokers of Brand 10 smoking 0- 10
sticks each day suggesting a relatively low usage rate. On the other
hand, the regular smokers of Brands 4, 5, and 8 have only 10.3%, 12.2%,
and 8.2% smoking 0- 10 sticks each day respectively. This suggests
that the regular smokers of Brands 4 and 5 are relatively more experienced
and heavier smokers (Table A.6).
et-imn t-inn of Average Usage
The distribution of the respondents is presented in Table 3.1.
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TABLE 3.1
USAGE RATE OF RESPONDENTS
CBSNCBSUsage per Day All Respondents
0- 10 sticks 5 sticks 96
11- 20 sticks 15 sticks 3 00
Over 20 sticsk 25 sticks 119
Total No. of Respondents 515
Average Usage
Per Respondent 15.5 sticks 15.2 sticks 15.6 sticks
Per day
Figures showing actual number of respondents
The average is estimated by multiplying the mean of each level by
the corresponding number of respondents and the sum is then divided by
the total number of respondents (515). For example, for all respondents
the average usage per respondent is estimated as follows:
15.5 sticks per respondent
From Table 3.1, it can be observed that the usage rate of the CBS is only
very slightly heavier than the NCBS.
It has already been found that the awareness of a brand by consumers
depends very much on how recently and how often they have used the brand
(l,p.307). This phenomenon is also observed in this study. There is a
high recall rate (over 60.0%) in the first mention of their regular brands
by the regular smokers of Brands 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. The first
mention recall rates of Brands 4, 5, and 6 are very high with 73.5%, 75.6%
and 79.2% respectively. Among these ten selected brands, Brands 4 and 5
are the most popularly recalled brands (Tables A.7 and A.8).









Significant differences are observed between the NCBS and the CBS
in their awareness and usage of the cigarette brands (Tables A.7, A.8,
A.9 and A.10).
For the NCBS, Brands 4, 5, and 10 are found to be the most popular
brands both in awareness and usage while the three selected Chinese
brands (Brands 1, 2, and 3) are the least popular.
For the CBS, Brand 1 is the most popular and favored brand in the
group in all aspects. Brand 4 is the second in brand awareness but it
drops to the fourth in actual usage. Brand 2 is another Chinese brand
that is favored while Brand 3 is relatively less favored. Besides Brand 4,
Brand 10 is another Non-Chinese brand that is quite popular in terms of
usage though its awareness by the group is relatively low.
For the first mention of any brand which came to the respondents'
mind, the NCBS recall was (in descending order) Brands 4, 5, 10, 6, 7, 8,
9, 1, 2, and 3 whereas the CBS recalled (in descending order) Brands 1,4,
3, 2, 5, 10, 8, 7, 9, and 6. This is an indication of their degree of
awareness towards these brands. Similarly, for the first mention of any
brand they have tried for at least two months, the NCBS recalled (in
descending order) Brands 1, 2, 3, 10, 6, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9. This is the
pattern of their usage of these brands.
In terms of their brand awareness, the CBS have a high recall rate
of the Chinese Brands whereas the NCBS do not aware of the Chinese brands.
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3.2 Regular and Second Brand Usage
There were over 32 different brands reported in the sample. Ten of
them were Chinese Brands. Among the ten different Chinese brands, Brands
1, 2, and 3 together make up 92.57 of the sub-sample of CBS (sub-sample
size= 262). 61.9% of them are Brand 1 smokers, 13.87 are Brand 2 smokers,
and-16.8% are Brand 3 smokers.
There.are over 22 different Non-Chinese brands in the sample.
Brands 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 together make up 85.6% of the sub-sample
of the NCBS (sub-sample size= 253). 26.8%, 16.2% and 11.8% of them are
smokers of Brands 4, 5, and 10 respectively. These seven selected Non-
Chinese brands seem to be the most popular ones among the NCBS in the
local market (Table A.11).
Suitable taste, mildness, cheapness, good aroma and no grass smell
(in descending order) are the most frequent reasons given for preferring
their regular brand. There are over 33.0% of both the CBS and the NCBS
preferred their regular brands because of their tastes and mildness. Good
aroma is also an important consideration especially the NCBS. There seems
to be no marked difference between the NCBS and the CBS except in the
following areas (Table A.12):
The CBS seem to be more price-conscious preferring cheaper and
more economical brands.
The CBS are relatively less habitual in choosing their regular
brands.
The CBS prefer brands which do not arouse mucus.
A higher percentage of NCBS prefer their regular brands because
of their mildness and good aroma.
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There are 60.0% of the respondents who smoked no second brand.
This suggests that there is considerable brand loyalty found among the
respondents. Brand loyalty is observed to be higher among the NCBS (73.9%)
than amon the (46.6%). There is a higher percentage (53.3%) of the CBS
who favor a second brand.
For the CBS, there are 71.3% of them who favored non-Chinese brands
as their second brands. This suggests that the CBS prefer non-Chinese
brands as their second brands. 17.9% of the CBS use Brand 1 (a Chinese
brand) as their second brand.. On the other hand, there are 16.4%, 15.7%,
10.0% and 9.9% of the CBS use Brand 4, Brand 10, Brand 6 and other non-
Chinese brands as their second brands respectively. This suggests that
among the portion the CBS that used Chinese brands as their second brands,
most of them use Brand 1 while for those who prefer non-Chinese brands as
their second brands, Brands 4, 10 and 6 are the most popular.
For the second brands favored by the NCBS, 90.9% of them are non-
Chinese brands. Only 9.1% of the NCBS favor Chinese brands as their
second brands which entirely consist of Brand 1. Their most favored non-
Chinese second brands are Brand 5 (21.2%), Brand 4 (18.2%), Brand 8 (10.6%),
and Brand 10 (9.1%) in descending order.
For the regular smokers of Brand 1 (base= 162), 54.3% of them
smoke no second brand and 45.7% smoke Brand 10 (10.5%), Brand 4 (7.0%),
Brand 6 (6.8%), and other brands as their second brands.
For the regular smokers of Brand 2 (base= 36), only 27.8% of them
smoke no second brand while 72.2% smoke Brand 10 (22.2%), Brand 4 (11.1%)
and other brands as their second brands.
For the regular smokers of Brand 3 (base= 44), only 34.1% of them
smoke no second brand while 65.9% smoke Brand 10 (27.3%), Brand 4 (13.6%)
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For the regular smokers of Brand 4 (base= 68), 79.5% of them smoke
no second brand suggesting a very high brand loyalty. Only 20.67 of them
smoke Brand 5 (4.4%), Brand 9 (2.9%), Brand 1 (2.9%) and other non-Chinese
brands as their second brands.
For the regular smokers of Brand 5 (base= 41), 80.5% of them smoke
no second brand suggesting a very high brand loyalty among the smokers.
Only 19.5% of them smoke Brand 4 (4.9%), Brand 8 (4.9%), Brand 1 (2.5%)
and other non-Chinese brands as their second brands.
For the regular smokers of Brand 6 (base= 24), 79.2% of them smoke
no second brand. Only 20.8% of them smoke Brand 1 (4.2%), Brand 4 (4.2%),
Brand 5 (4.2%), Brand 8 (4.2%) and other non-Chinese brands (4.2%).
For the regular smokers of Brand 7 (base= 20), 75.0% of them smoke
no second brand. Only 15.0% and 10.0% of them smoke Brands 4 and 5 as
their second brands respectively.
66.7% of the regular smokers of Brand 8 (base= 24).,smoke no second
brand. 16.7% of them smoke Brand 5 and 16.6% of them smoke other non-
Chinese brands as their second brands,
90.0% of the regular smokers of Brand 9 (base= 10) smoke no second
brand and 10.0% of them smoke Brand 5 as their second brand.
There are 63.3% of the regular smokers of Brand 10 smoking no second
brand. For those who smoke second brand (36.7%), 13.3%, 3.3%, and 23.4%
of them smoke Brand 4, Brand 1 and other non-Chinese brands as their
second brands respectively.
Among the NCBS, the regular smokers of Brands 8 and 10 are relatively
less loyal to their regular brands. Among.the regular smokers of Brands
1, 2, and 3, those of Brand 1 have the highest brand loyalty while those
of Brand 2 have the least (Table A. 11).
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Within the sample of smokers having second brands (base= 206), the
nost important reason for smoking more than one brand is found to be to
get some change. This is particularly significant for the CBS (28.6%)
while the NCBS (15.3%) seem to be much less concerned about this reason.
Their other reasons are: (in descending order) taste, during social
functions, no grass smell and more economical for the smokers having
second brands. The NCBS are relatively more concerned about the economy
when they buy the second brands. On the other hand, they are less concerned
about the reasons of good aroma and mildness which they are more interested
in when they buy their regular brands. This suggests that their reasons
in buying regular brands and second brands are somewhat different
(Table A.13).
In spite of the relatively more price-consciousness of the CBS in
buying their regular brands, this seems to be a lesser trend when they
buy their second brands. On the other hand, the NCBS seem to be relatively
more price-conscious about their second brands. This suggests the
possible existence of a sector of the CBS that usually bought cheaper
regular brands and more expensive second brands while some NCBS have
an opposite behavior.
The most popular occasions that over 8300% of both the NCBS and
the CBS smoked their regular brands are: (in descending order) everyday
smoking, immediately after meal, at rest, doing nothing, and travelling.
70.0% to 81.0% of both the NCBS and the CBS smoke their regular brands in
the following occasions: At work/in office/at business, in toilet, just
before going to or immediately out of bed, and at party/feast. There is
a relatively lower percentage of CBS (70.6%) smoked at party/feast than
the NCBS (78.3%)o
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There is a much higher percentage of NCBS (77.9%) smoking their
regular brands during majoh playing or gambling than the CBS (58.8%).
There is relatively more NCBS (68.47) smoking their regular brands
during thinking or writing than the CBS (56.5%) while there is relatively
more CBS (49.2%) smoking their regular brands than the NCBS when they
feel slightly uncomfortable. It may be due to different activity patterns
of the CBS and the NCBS that 19.4% of the NCBS smoke their regular brands
at night clubs, discotheques or clubs while there are only 8.8% of the
CBS doing so.
3.3 Purchasing Behavior
93.8% of the respondents (base= 515) usually buy their own cigarettes.
For those who buy their own cigarettes, 73.77 and 11.2% usually purchase
from ordinary retail store and wholesaler or distributor respectively.
If the outlets do not have the desired brand, 41.8% would buy another
one and 37.1% would go to another store. This suggests that at least
39.6% of the respondents have high degree of brand loyalty. For those
who do not buy their own cigarettes, most of them (90.6%) have their
cigarettes bought by their family members. This sector is a very minor
one when compared with those who buy their own cigarettes.
There are 92.9% and 94.7% fof the NCBS and the CBS who buy their
cigarettes respectively. There is 16.5% of the CBS buying from the
wholesalers or distributors while there are only 6.0% of the NCBS buying
from these outlets. For ordinary retail stores and cigarette stallsl
Cigarette Stalls are usually called ',g\' in Chinese, indicating
those small retail outlets standing by the street sides or at the building
entrances selling cigarettes and tobacco only. They may be mobile like
hawkers or stationary at a fixed location.
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there are 91.5% of the NCBS buying from them while for the CBS there are
only 80.3%. Among them only about 12.2% of both the NCBS and the CBS
buy from the cigarette stalls (Table A.15).
If the outlets do not have the brands they want to buy, 41.3% of
the NCBS and' 33.1% of the CBS go to another store. 37.9% of the NCBS
either buy another brand or come back later while there are 50.4% of the
CBS having the same behavior. Only 3.4% of the NCBS and 1.6% of the CBS
would come back later if the outlets do not have the brands they want to
buy. 17.8% of the NCBS and 12.9% of the CBS claim that this shortage or
absence has never happened to them while 3.0% of the NCBS and 3.6% of the
CBS would behave differently depending on conditions (Table A.16).
87.2% of all the respondents replenish their cigarettes supply at
least every two days. 64.3% replenish at least once a day. The replenish
frequency of the NCBS (89.3% for at least once every 2 days) is relatively
higher than the CBS (85.2% for at least once every 2 days). There are
65.2% of the NCBS and 63.4%'of the CBS replenish at least once a day.
Only 10.7% of the NCBS and 14.8% of the CBS replenish their cigarette
supply once or less than once a week (Table A.17).
Of all respondents, 98.1% of them usually buy 20 sticks pack-size.
82.7% of them usually purchase a single packet at a time. Onle 16.9%
purchase more than one packet at a time. There are relatively more NCBS
(84.2%) buying a single packet at a time than the CBS (81.3%) while
there are relatively more CBS (18.3%) buying more than one packet at a
time than the NCBS (15.8%) (Table A.18).
13.0% of the CBS and 9.1% of the NCBS buy one carton (10 packets)
or more at a time. This may be the reason why the cigarette usage rate
of the CBS is higher than the NCBS but the replenish frequency of the
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NCBS is higher than the CBS. Both groups favor 20 sticks pack-size very
much. Other sizes seem to be unpopular in the local market.
28.6% of all respondents claim that most of their friends smoked
the same brands that they do while there are only 7.2% claiming that their
family members do smoke the same brand. This suggests that their friends'
influence is greater than that of their family members'.: This trend is
observed in both groups. There is a higher percentage of the NCBS (52.5%)
whose friends and family members are smoking the same brands as they are
than the CBS (42.7%).
There are 32.0% of the NCBS and 25.2% of the CBS whose friends
smoke the same brand of cigarettes as they do while 45.8% of the NCBS
and 51.9% of the CBS do not. Only 3.2% of the NCBS and 4.6% of the CBS
whose friends do not smoke. There is a much higher percentage of both
the CBS (54.2%) and the NCBS (45.4%) whose family members do not smoke.
Even their family members are smokers, only 8.7% of the NCBS and 5.7%
of the CBS smoke the same brands as they do (Tables A.19 and A.20).
3.4 Summary
From the findings of this chapter, a number of significant differences
between the CBS and the NCBS are identified.
The consumption rate of the CBS is found to be relatively higher than
the NCBSQ The CBS in general have higher brand awareness and usage of the
Chinese brands but the non-Chinese'brands Brands 4 and 10 are also ranked
high by this group. On the other hand, the NCBS dislike and are unfamiliar
with the Chinese brands. Brand 1 is the only Chinese brand with which they
are reasonably familiar.
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The CBS are found to be relatively more economical in buying their
regular brands. Brand loyalty is observed to be higher among the NCBS.
Many CBS prefer non-Chinese brands as their second brands especially
Brands 4 and loo For those who smoke more than one brand the main reason
is to get some change.
Most smokers buy their own cigarettes at least every two days
favoring a single 20 sticks pack each time.
The next chapter presents the results of the brand image and
preference analysis of these smokers.
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4Q0 ANALYSIS OF BRAND IMAGES AND PREFERENCES
Perception and preference are two fundamental phenomena of all
human behavior. Buyers' perceptions of various entities are necessary
factors in the process of choice and represent a mre or less continuous
part of their behavior. Preferences are no less ubiquitous. Buyers
may perceive products or services similarly while displaying differences
in preferences. Clearly, the fact that one brand or supplier rarely
dominates a particular market is some evidence of the heterogeneity of
buyer preferences.
The analysis of buyer perceptions and preferences regarding productE
and services is congenial with both the marketing concept and market
segmentation. First, buyer perception and preference scaling can provide
operational measures of how the product or service is being seen and
evaluated by the firm's clientele, actual or potential. Second, the fact
that neither perceptions nor preferences need be homogeneous over buyers
can suggest opportunities for segmentation strategy. Perceptual and
preference measurement can provide an operational procedure for implement-
ing both concepts (5,p.56).
The major findings of this chapter are derived from the information
obtained from Section II of the questionnaire concerning the brand images
and preferences of the respondents. This section was designed to achieve
the following objectives: (a) to' identify the brand image of various
cigarette brands sold in Hong Kong and (b) to identify the preferences
of the two groups of smokers towards these brands. The analysis of this
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section was carried out by two major techniques, namely, Cne SLLIUtLU
cross tabulation and multidimensional scaling. They are presented below.
4.1 Standard Cross Tabulation Analysis
The analysis was done by using a ranking comparison of the ten
selected brands by attributes. The comparison was based on the average
scores by the following scale as designed in the questionnaire:
5432 Poor Quality1High Quality
Mild Taste54321Strong Taste
5432 Low Price1High Price
Not Suitable for Chinese54321Suitable for Chinese
Not Hign Class54321High Class
Poor Reputation54321Good Reputation




The ranking is presented in descending order interms of this scale. The
result of this comparison from Tables A.21 to A.30 is summarised in Tables
4.1 and 4.2.
A. Ranking Comparison by Attributes
1. Quality
In terms of quality, the NCBS perceive that Brands 4, 5, 7, and 9
(in descending order) are the highest while Brands 3, 10,8 and 2 (in
descending order) are the lowest. Brands 1, 4 and 9 are regarded by tho




A Rankine Cornarisison of the The Solocted Erands by Atrributes
Brand Brand 1 Bran 2 Brand 3 Branc 4 Brand Brand b tsrana Brand 8 Brand y Brand it
ributes C3S CBS CBS CAS CAS C S CBS CBC CBS CBS CBS CBS PS CBS CBS CBS CBS
2.HiCh Luality 5 1 7 4 10 7 1 2 2 5 6 9 3 6 8 10 4 3 9 8
4 6 6 2 2 3 3 4 5 10 10 1 1 7 8 8 72.Strong Taste 9 9 5
Hh -h Price 6 7 7 6 8 9 2 1 1 3 5 5 3 2 9 8 4 4 10 10
Suitable for Chines 4 1 7 3 9 4 1 2 3 5 8 9 2 6 10 10 5 7 6 8
High Class 5 5 7 6 9 8 1 1 2 2 6 7 3 4 8 9 4 3 10 10
Good ReP 5 5 8 6 10 9 1 1 2 T26 8 3 3 7 10 4 4 t 9 74 4
Best for rie 4 1 8 2 10 3 1 5 2 9 6 8 3 7 9 10 7 4 5 6
Frequently Ad. 8 8 9 10 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 7 3 3 6 6 5 5 4 4
1
Attractive Packg. 6 3 8 5 9 9 1 2 3 4 5 7 4 6 7 8 2 1 10 10
Hot 7 10 2 6 3 5 8 3 1 5 2 4 4 10 9 1 1 1 6 1 7 9 8
Numbers in rank orde
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TABLE 4.2
AVERAGE VALUES BY SCALE OF BRAND IMAGE SCORE OF NCBS AND CBS
Regular Brand 1 Brand 2 Brand 3 Brand 4 Brand 5 Brand 6 Brand 7 Brand 8 Brand 9 Bran'i 10-
Brands (i) (j) (k)
Attributes NCBS CBS NCBS CBS NCBS CBS NCBS CTS NCBS CBS NCBS CBS NCBS : NCBS CBc NCBS C3S NCBS CBS
High Quality 2.91 2.00 3.04 2.61 3.28 2.79 2.07 39 2.36 2.70 2.95 71.12 2.49 2.7? 3.08 3.17 2.63 2.116 3.10 3.02
Strong Taste 3.46 3.15 2.91 3.34 3.31 2.56 2.4, 2.62 2.27 3.03 .12 4.00 2.27 2.11, 3.37.3.44 3.02
High Price 3.30 3.27 3.32 3.21 3.19 3.1.8 2.13 1.65 2.09 1.63 3.26 .09 2.26 1.95 3.50 3. 2.31 1.9: 3.64 3.02
Suitable for Chinese 2.41 :.09 2.69 2.113 2.77 2155 18 57 2.37 2. 5 5 2.7 2. 3.042.84 2.63 2.60 63 3. 5
High Class 2.85 ?_.41+ 3.05 2.75 3.25 3:12 1.81 1.80 2.01 2.13 3.02 3.10 2.07 2.25 3.20 5.13 .2.0 '17 3.34 .71
Good Reputation 2.77 2.35 3.01 2.75 3.21 2.92 1.81 1-90 1.95 1.95 2.17 2.82 .93 2.13 2.22. 1 2.37 2.214 3:01 3.12
Best for Me 3.18 1.91 3.141 3.62 2.57 3.1 3 2.79 3.26 .0 3.11 3.22 3.55 3. 3.37 2-95 3.22
Frequently Advertisecd 13.1 1.13 4.0 4.12 1.46 1.66 1,56 1.78 .72 1.81 1.81 2.68 2.71 2.58 53 2.50 3.1
* Thcse average values have been truncated to 3 significant figures.
9.Attractive Packaging 2.75 2.46 2.68 3.27 2.93 1.99 2.68 2.28 2.54 2.77 2.83 2.73 2.86 2.85 2.2
10. 3.71 4.3 3.20 3.10 3.74 3.61 3.00 3.50 3.35 4.23 4.02 3.03 3.69 3.73 3.88 3.14
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2. Taste
The taste perceptions of these brands by both the NCBS and the CBS
are very similar. They regard Brands 8, 4, and 5 (in descending order)
as.the strongest and Brands 7 and 1 as the weakest (Table A022).
3. Price
Brands 4, 5, 7, and 9 are regarded by both the NCBS and the CBS as
the highest-priced brands and Brands 10, 8, and 3 as the lowest-priced
brands (Table A.23)0
4. Suitability for Chinese 'Best for Me'
The two attributes are highly correlated with each other. The NCBS
regard Brands 4, 7, 5, and 1 (in descending order) and the CBS regard
Brands 1, 4, 2, and 3 (in descending order) as the most suitable brands
for Chinese. Similarly, the NCBS regard Brands 4, 5, 7, and 1 (in
descending order) as the brands best for them. The CBS regard Brands 1,
2, 3, and 9 (in descending order) as the brands best for them. This
shows that Brands 4 and 1 are well accepted by both groups in these
aspects.
The NCBS perceive Brands 8, 3, and 6 and the CBS perceive Brands
8, 6, and 10 as the least suitable brands for Chinese. Similarly, the
NCBS perceive Brands 3, 8, and 2 whereas the CBS regard Brands 8, 5, and
6 as the brands worst for them. This shows that Brand 8 is the least
popular brand among them(Tables A'.24 and A.26).
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5. Class Reputation
These two attributes are observed to have very similar perceptions
among the NCBS and the CBS. Brands 4, 5, 7, 9, and 1 (in descending order)
are regarded by the NCBS and the CBS as the brands with highest class
and best reputation. This shows that the images of these brands are
exactly the same in these groups regarding the two attributes.
For low class and poor reputation brands, the images are somewhat
different. Brand 3 has the same image among the NCBS and the CBS in
these attributes. Both the NCBS and the CBS regard Brands 10, 8, and 3
as the brands of lowest class. As for brands of poorest reputation, the
NCBS perceive Brands 3, 10 and 2 whereas the CBS perceive Brands 8, 3,
and 6 (Tables A.25 a d A.27).
6. Advertising Frequency
The advertising frequency perceived is highly related to the
advertising effort spent in these brands. Both the NCBS and the CBS
perceive this attribute very well with high degree of similarity. They
have exactly the same perception of these brands in the following descend-
ing order of advertising frequency: Brands 4, 5, 7, 10, 9, 8, 6, and 1.
Brands 2 and 3 are regarded as the brands with the lowest advertising
frequency (Table A.28).
7. Packaging Attractiveness
Both groups also have similar perceptions towards this attribute.
Brands 4 and 9 are regarded as the most attractive whereas Brands 10 and
3 are regarded as the least attractive. Brands 1 and 2 are regarded by
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the CBS as relatively more attractive than by the NCBS while Brands 7 and
6 are regarded by the NCBS as relatively more attractive (Table A.29).
8. Hotness
There are considerable differences in the images of the NCBS and
the CBS regarding this attribute although.Brand 8 is accepted to be the
hotest brand by both groups. The NCBS regard the Chinese Brands 2 and 3
whereas the CBS regard Brands 5 and 4 as the hotest brands after Brand 8.
Brands 10 and 7 are perceived by both groups to be the brands not hot
at all. Brand 4 is regarded by the NCBS and Brand 1 is regarded by the
CBS as the brands not hot at all. This suggests the possibility of a
subjective factor existing among their favorite brands in terms of
perceived hotness (Table A.30).
B. Ratking Comparison by Brands
Brand 1
The quality of this brand is regarded as medium (5) lby the NCBS
while the CBS perceive it to be the highest (1). Both groups feel that
its taste is weak (9) its price (6/7), class (5) and reputation(5) are
medium and it seldom advertises (8).
Brand 1 is regarded as a brand highly suitable for Chinese (1) and
not hot at all (10) by the CBS while the NCBS think that it is medium (4)
and not hot (7) among the ten selected brands. Furthermore, the CBS think
that this brand is the best for them (1).
The packaging of Brand 1 is more appreciated by the CBS as attractive
(3) than the NCBS (6) 0
J- Numbers in brackets are rank orders, see Table 401, p.07
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Brand 2
This brand is regarded as relatively higher in quality, less hot,
more suitable for Chinese having better reputation and having more attractive
packaging by the CBS. Thus it is not surprising to find that the CBS prefer
Brand 2 as second to Brand 1 as the brand best for them.
Both groups feel that its taste is medially strong (4/5), its price
is not high (6/7), its class is relatively low (6/7) and the brand is,
seldom advertised (10/9).
Brand 3
Brand 3 is perceived by both the NCBS and the CBS as a Chinese
brand of low price (8/9) which seldom advertised (10/9) with poor images
in tis class (9/8) and reputation (10/9). Its packaging is considered
as unattractive (9) and its taste is medium (6).
Brand 3 is regarded as a relatively hot brand by the NCBS (3) while
the CBS perceive that it is only medium (5).
In terms of the suitability for Chinese, Brand 3 is more appreciated
by the CBS (4) than the NCBS (9).. The CBS rank Brand 3 as the third under
Brands 1 and 2 as the brand best for them while the NCBS rank it as the
last,
Brand 4
Brand 4 is the most popular brand in many aspects. Among the ten
selected brands, it is regarded by both the NCBS and the CBS as the high-
est in class, having the best reputation and advertised most frequently.
It is also regarded as the most suitable for Chinese, having the
best quality and most attractive packaging by the NCBS but ranked second
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by the CBS.
The NCBS think that Brand 4 is the best for them while the CBS,
feel that it is only medium (5). Its price is regarded as high by both
the NCBS (2) and the CBS (1). It is regarded as relatively hotter by the
CBS (3) and not so hot (8) by the NCBSO
Brana5
Brand 5 is perceived as a brand quite similar to Brand 4 especially
in terms of its high price, high class, good reputation, attractive
packaging, strong taste and frequently advertising by both the NCBS and
the CBS.
Brand 5 is also highly appreciated by the NCBS as suitable for
Chinese with high quality like Brand 4, it is ranked second as the brand
best for them with the highest quality after Brand 4.
Brand 5 is ranked as medium (5) in quality by the CBS and they
feel that it is not good for them (9).
In terms of hotness, Brand 5 is perceived by the NCBS as medium (5)
while the CBS feel that it is hot ranking second after Brand 8.
Brand 6
Brand 6 has many characteristics that are perceived similarly by
both the NCBS and the CBS. It is regarded as a brand with medium price
(5), class (6/7), hotness (4), taste strength (4/5), and packaging attract-
iveness (5/7), with low advertising frequency (7) and low suitability
for Chinese (8/9).
Its quality and reputation are regarded as medium by the NCBS while
the CBS feel that it is relatively lower and poorer o Brand 6 is a brand




Brand 7 is ranked as the third by both group after Brand 4 and
Brand 5 in terms of its high class, good reputation and high advertising
frequency. Its taste is weak and not hot at all (10).
Brand 7 is more highly appreciated by the NCBS in terms of its
higher quality, more attractive packaging highly suitable for Chinese
and very good for them while the CBS feel that it is medium.
In terms of its high price, the CBS perceived that it is the highest
while the NCBS only rank it as the third after Brand 4 and Brand 5.
Brand 8
Brand 8 is perceived by both groups as the brand with strongest
taste and hotness medium advertising frequency (6) low packaging attract-
iveness, low class, low price, least suitable for Chinese and thus worst
for them. Its quality and reputation are regarded as medium by the NCBS
while the CBS feel that it is the poorest.
Brand 9
Both the NCBS and the CBS perceive Brand 9 very similarly. No.
marked difference in its brand image is observed in both groups except
in suitabilities, both for Chinese and themselves.
It is a brand being regarded as quite similar to but after Brand 7
in such aspects as having good reputation, high class and high price.
Its advertising frequency is regarded as medium. It has medium taste
and hotness. The NCBS feel that it is relatively more suitable for
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Chinese and the CBS consider that it is relatively better for them.
Its packaging is regarded as very attractive (1/2) by both groups
of smokers. In terms of its quality, both groups perceive it to be high
but the CBS feel that it is higher than Brand 7 while the NCBS feel that
Brand 7 is higher than Brand 4.
Brand 10
Brand 10 is a brand perceived quite similarly by both the NCBS and
the CBS. It is regarded as the brand having the least attractive packaging,
lowest class and price.
Its quality is regarded as low with relatively poor reputation.
It has relatively weak taste and hotness. Its advertising frequency is
medium and both groups regard it as medially suitable for Chinese and
good for them.
4.2 Multidimensional Scaling Results
Besides using the ranking comparison of the brands by attributes,
the method of multidimensional scaling is also employed in this study.
Multidimensional scaling and related techniques are concerned primarily
with the spatial representation of relationships among behavioral data--
in the present case, consumer perceptions and preferences.
Each brand was represented geometrically on a two dimensional plane
by a single point. The relationships among the brands are presented on
the plane in terms of their relative distances (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
These relative distances are the perceived dissimilarities among the
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brands by the respondents. These dissimilarities (or simply, distances)
are generated by using the average values from the original data and then
arranged in the form of a matrix (the distance matrix, Tables A.1 and A.2).
This distance matrices are then used as the input data into a multidimensional
scaling computer packaged-program called MD5M available in the LIBA-
PACKAGE of the Computer Services Terminal of The Chinese University of
Hong Kong. The outputs are the geometrical representation graphs (Figures
4.1 and 402).
One way of interpreting these figures is to identify the axes
intuitively by inspection so that a meaningful pattern can be found:-
in these spatial representations. From Figure 4.1 it can be seen that
the cluster of brands on the right (Brands 4, 5, 7, and 9) are perceived
to be of higher price, higher quality, better reputation and better for
them by the NCBS while the cluster on the left forms the opposite pole
of their perception. These are also inferred from the results obtained
from the ranking comparisons,
The followings are the important findings obtained from Figures
4.1 and 4.2:
Brands 4 and 5 together with Brand 6 and 10 are considered to
be the two groups of very similar brands by both the NCBS and
the CBS.
Brands 2 and 3 are regarded as extremely similar brands by the
NCBS while the CBS consider them to be more different.
Brands 7 and 9 are perceived to be quite similar by the CBS while
the NCBS regard them as more different.
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For the CBS Brand 8 is regarded as quite different from other
brands. It is more similar to the group of Brands 10 and 6 than
to the group of Brands 2 and 3.
For the CBS Brand 1 is an extremely distinct brand forming the
opposite pole of Brand 8. Brand 1 is the brand best regarded
by. the CBS.
Brands 4, 5, 7 and 9 are ingeneral regarded as high price, high
quality brands with good reputation.
Brands 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, and 10 are regarded to be a large group
distinct from the group of Brands 4, 5, 7, and 9 by the NCBS.
The differences among the brands in the former group are perceived
to be larger by the CBS.
The differences between the perceptions of the brands by the two
groups of smokers are mainly found in the following selected
attributes: '(in descending order) the brands' suitability for
them, quality, suitability for Chinese, and hotness.
4.3 Joint Space Analysis
Two scenarios ('Received as Gift' and 'Best Value for the Money')
were chosen to identify the preferences of the two groups of smokers
towards these brands. The vector model was selected here in order to
combine the brand inage and preference data.
The two dimensional solution (dimension 2 vs. dimension 1) of the
multidimensional scaling MD5M program was adopted in this study. The
final configuration (coordinate values of the points) representing the
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ten selected brands was used as the input data into the joint space
analysis program PMAP1 to generate the graphic representations (Figures
4.3 and 4.4). The values obtained from a ranking comparison of the
ten brands with respect to the two selected scenarios was used along
with the final configuration as the input to PMAP to generate the graphs
of the joint effects (Figures 4.3 and 404). These were actually rank
orders firstly obtained from weighed cross-tabulation analysis by
comparison (Tables A.31 to A.34). The findings are discussed below.
For first, second or third mentions, the NCBS prefer to receive
Brands 4, 5, and 7 (in descending order) as a gift and they do not like
Chinese brands at all. On the other hand, most (74.7%) of the CBS prefer
Brand 1 as gift with Brand 4 as the second and Brand 2 the third. The
least preferred brands are Brands 6 and 8 as regarded by the CBS. For
only first mentions reflecting their highest preferences the,NCBS prefer
Brands 4, 5, 7, 6, 10, 9, 8, 1, 2, and 3 in descending order. On the
other hand, the CBS prefer Brands 1, 4, 2, 5, 3, 9, 7, 6, 10 and 8 to be
received as gift in a descending order. This suggests that Brands 4 and
5 are quite popular among the NCBS and the CBS. Brand 1 is extremely
popular among the CBS.
In terms of 'Best value for the Money' in first, second or third
mentions Brands 10, 8, and 6 are ranked as the top three by the NCBS
while Brands 2 and 3 are ranked as the last. Brand 1 is extremely
-PMAP is a version of the Canoll and Chang program which is also
part of the LIBA-PACKAGE.
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popular ranking first in terms of both as gift and best value for the
money among the CBS. Brands 10 and 2 are ranked second and third
respectively as the best value for the money while Brands 7 and 9 are
regarded as the worst by the CBS. For first mention only, the NCBS
rank' ..the brands regarded as the best value for the money in the
following order: Brands 10, 8, 4, 6, 5, 1, 7, 9, 2, and 3. For the CBS,
the rank order is: Brands 1, 3, 2, 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 7, and 9. This
suggests that Brand 10 is accepted by both groups as the brand with the
best value for the money especially the NCBS. The Chinese brands
(Brands 1, 2, and 3) are highly ranked by the CBS and are lowly ranked
by the NCBS. Brand 8*and 4 are highly ranked by the NCBS. This suggests
a different preference pattern existing among the NCBS and the CBS.
'Goodness of Fit'
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 have very low stress values of 0.084 and
0.077 respectively. This suggests that the two figures represent the
relavtive relationships of the ten brands very well in these two dimensional
solutions. On the other hand, Figure 4.3 has a low correlation value for
scenario 2 (0.6100) suggesting a relatively poor fit for the vector model
with respect to this scenario. Scenario 1 in Figure 4.3 and those in
Figure 4.4 have high correlation values (higher than 0.95) suggesting the
model is appropriate for these data.
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FIGURE 4.3
GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COMBINING EFFECT OF DIFFERENT BRAND IMAGES
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FIGURE 4.4
GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COMBINING EFFECT OF DIFFERENT BRAND IMAGES
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The findings from standard cross tabulation, Multidimensional
Scaling and Joint Space Analysis are found to be quite consistent in
reflecting differences among the CBS and the NCBS.
The differences between the perceptions of the brands by the groups
of smokers are mainly found in the following attributes: (in descending
order) the brands' suitability for them, quality, suitability for Chinese,
and hotness. In general Brands 4, 5, 7, and 9 are regarded as high price,
high quality brands with good reputation. Brands 1, 2, 6, 8, and 10 are
regarded to be a large group distinct from the group of Brands 4, 5, 7,
and 9 by the NCBS.. The differences among the brands in the former group
are perceived to be larger by the CBS. Brand 1 is the brand best regarded
by the CBS whereas Brands 4 and 5 are the brands best regarded by the
NCBSQ
The NCBS prefer to receive Brands 4, 5, and 7 (in descending order)
as gift and they do not like Chinese brands at all. On the other hand,
most (74.7%) of the CBS prefer Brand 1 as gift with Brands 4 and 2 as the
second and the third. In terms of best value fot eh money, Brands 10, 8,
and 6 are ranked as the top three by the NCBS while Brands 2 and 3 are
ranked as the last. Brand 1 is extremely popular, ranking first in terms
of both as gift and the best value for the money among the CBS. Brands
10 and 2 are ranked second and third respectively as the best value for
the money while Brands 7 and 9 are regarded as the worst by the CBS. These
suggest that the preferences and images of the CBS and the NCBS are
quite different.
The next chapter presents the results of the analysis of the
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cigarette factors and the smokers' life styles and psychographics
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF CIGARETTE FACTORS,
LIFE STYLES, AND P SYCHOGRAPHIC S
It is very important to know the factors which might influence the
smokers in their purchase of one brand of cigarettes instead of another
and the psychological reasons behind. Section III of the questionnaire
was designed to find out the relative importances of different cigarette
factors influencing the purchasing behavior of the smokers and to see
whether they can distinguish Virginia and blended cigarettes or not.
Section IV was designed to identify any differences in life style and
psychographics between the CBS and the NCBS together with their opinions
on related topics such as advertisements, and smoking in general.
The analysis of Section III was carried out entirely by standard cross
tabulations. Similar analysis was done on Section IV but Discriminant
Analysis was also used as a supplement. The findings are discussed
below.
5.1 Distinction Between Virginia and Blended Cigarettes
There are 63.9% of all respondents who claimed that they have heard
of virginia and blended cigarettes. These 63.9% were further requested
to classify the ten brands into either Virginia or blended. The result
is presented in Table A.35. The base of the NCBS in these responses
concerning the distribution between Virginia and blended cigarettes is
172 (68.0% of total 253) and that of the CBS is 157 (59.9% of total 262).
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There are relatively more NCBS claiming that they have heard of the
differences.
There is no significant difference between the NCBS and the CBS in
their classification responses. Brands 1, 2, and 3 are classified by
over 78.0% of them as made in China even though no such answer was
provided by the interviewers. There are 14 to 20 per cent of 'don't knows'
obtained from the respondents regarding these brands. Only 0.3% of the
respondents classified Brand 1 as Virginia cigarettes. This suggests that
the respondents are not very sure about the blend of these brands except
by classifying them as made in China, the perceived country of origin.
On the other hand, over 73.0% of the respondents classify the
non-Chinese brands very well into their corresponding categories. Over
83.0% of the respondents classify Brands 4, 5, 6, and 7 correctly especially
for Brands 4, 5, and 9 that over 91.0% of the respondents make correct
classifications. This suggests that these brands are very familiar to
the smokers. Respectively, Brands 8 and 10 have 78.4% and 73.6% of the
smokers classify them into correct categories suggesting that these brands
are relatively less familiar or well known of their virginia or blended
characteristics. These results suggests that the smokers of both groups
are somewhat misled by the Chinese translation of the terms of both
Virginia and blended to a certain degree. They do not classify cigarettes
according to their mode of blending but by their advertised and claimed
country of origin.
53.3% (base=172) of the NCBS and 57.4% (base=157) of the CBS who
have heard of Virginia and blended cigarettes perceive that the taste of
Virginia cigarettes is weaker and that blended cigarettes is stronger.
Only 9.3% of the NCBS and 1.8% of the CBS in the responses perceive in
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the opposite manner. This is by far the highest percentage of the
respondents perceived the same difference suggesting that this is the
most important perceived distinction between Virginia and blended
cigarettes.
In the sample of respondents who have heard of virginia and blended
cigarettes, 14.0% (base=172) of the NCBS and 26.7% (base=157) of the CBS
perceive that blended cigarettes are hotter than the Virginia cigarettes.
Only 6.9% of the NCBS and 8.8% of the CBS perceive in the opposite manner.
This suggests that relatively more of the respondents perceived that blended
ones are hotter especially the CBS. It should be noticed that the CBS
are mostly Virginia cigarette smokers (Brands 1, 2, and 3 are virginia
cigarettes) this is the pattern of their perception of the blended ones.
Concerning mildness and the aroma, the respondents seem to be quite
controversial among themselves. There are 18.1% (base=172) of the NCBS
claimed that the blended cigarettes are milder while 16.3% of them claimed
that virginia ones are milder. 12.2% (base=157) of the CBS saying that
the blended ones are milder whereas 22.4% of them says Virginia ones are
milder. Relatively more CBS respondents perceive that blended ones are
milder. 14.6% and 12.2% of the NCBS and CBS in this sample claim that
blended ones have more aroma whereas 12.2% and 13.4% of the NCBS and CBS
claim that Virginia ones have more aroma respectively.
Less controversial responses are obtained about the characteristics
concerning the yellowing of teeth and hands, arousing mucus and grass
smell. 12.8%, 12.8% and 11.6% (base=172) of the NCBS and 18.5%, 14.0%,
and 7.7% (base=157) of the CBS claim that virginia cigarettes yellow the
teeth and hands more, arousing more mucus and having stronger grass smell
respectively. Only 0.6% or less of both the NCBS and the CBS claim that
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blended ones yellow the teeth and hands more with stronger grass smell.
The majority of the respondents have the former impression.
Other characteristics such as the degree of thirst, nicotine present,
tobacco colour and their speed of burning have only very low response
rates (Table A.36).
5.2 The Relative Importance of the Cigarette Factors
The most important cigarette factors that may influence the sales
of a particular brand are found to be: (in descending order) smoothness,
mildness, tobacco taste, prices, flavor/aroma, and having a filter tip.
For all respondents, over 84.0% consider that these factors are important.
A similar trend is observed in both groups of NCBS and CBS.
The average values by score reflect the relative importance of these
factors regarded by the respondents. Within the scale of the 1 to 6, the
midpoint is at 3.5. The average values of these six factors are less
than 3.5, that is, considered as somewhat important. The lower the value
the more important a factor is. Ranking these cigarette factors in order,
the perception by the NCBS is: smoothness (1.71), mildness (1.71),
tobacco taste (1.78), flavor /aroma (2.16), having a filter tip (2.18), and
price (2.32) whereas the order ranked by the CBS is price (1.65), smooth-
ness (1.69), mildness (1.69), tobacco taste (1.73), flavor/aroma (2002) and
having a filter tip (2.18). There are considerable differences in these
rank orders among the NCBS and the CBS.
Among the unimportant factors regarded by both the NCBS and the CBS,
the least important ones are: (indescending order) Virginia/blended,
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filter type, hard pack, country of origin, soft pack and package colour.
The other factors, availability, length of a cigarette, speed of burning,
brand name and package design are regarded as medially important.
The following differences are observed between the NCBS and the
CBS: (Tables A.37 to A.39)
* The CBS are relatively more price-conscious than the NCBS
(mean= 2.32 and 1.65 respectively).
* The CBS are relatively less concerned about the Brand name of the
cigarettes they bought (mean= 3.39 for CBS and 2.99 for NCBS).
The CBS are relatively less concerned about whether the cigarettes
are Virginia or blended (mean for CBS= 4.53, mean for NCBS= 3.41).
x For those who considered that the Virginia or blende cigarette
type is important, the NCBS prefer blended type more.
* The country of origin is not considered as an important factor.
For those who think that it is important, the CBS mostly prefer
China while the NCBS orefer America.
5.3 Life Styles and Psychographics
In recent years life style analysis and psychographic research have
been recognized and accepted as important areas in the analysis of market-
ing activity. Life styles refer to the distinctive modes of living of
a whole society or any of its segments. Psychographics refer to the
development of psychological profiles of consumers and psychologically-
based measures of life styles. Both are becoming increasingly important
in the development of productive marketing strategies. They are the
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basis of provocative new systems of market segmentation. Furthermore,
they can facilitate the understanding and prediction of consumer behavior.
An understanding of psychographics and life styles of target customers
serves as a very useful role in the formulation of advertising strategy.
It can result in relating product and service benefit claims more directly
to market needs. It can assist in the selection of appropriate and
efficient advertising media and themes. Hence, greater benefits and less
dissatisfaction may accrue to consumers (11, p.). It is the intention
here to include this section in the study trying to introduce this new a
approach to local consumer market research and test its applicability.
A. Standard Cross Tabulation Analysis
A comparison was made between the NCBS and the CBS based on their









The personality variables selected were: affiliation, femininity,
change, social recognition, dominance, aggression, achievement, sentience,
self-confidence and autonomy. These personality variables were adopted
from Joseph N. Fry's paper Personality Variables and Cigarette Brand
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Choice, Journal of Marketing Research, Vol. VIII (August, 1971), pp.
298-304. From his paper he identified four relatively significant
variables out of the above mentioned, namely, appiliation, femininity,
change, and social recognition. They were described as follows:
Affiliation: Enjoys being with friends and people in general
accepts people readily makes efforts to win friendships and
maintain associations with people.
Femininity: Appreciative, patient, helpful, gentle, moderate,
presevering, and sincere respectful and accepting of others
behaving in a conscientious and sympathetic way.
Change: Likes new and different experiences dislikes routine
and avoids it may readily change opinions or values in different
circumstances adapts readily to changes in environment.
Social Recognition: Desires to be held in high esteem by
acquaintances concerned about reputation and what other people
think of him works for the approval and recognition of others.
(These descriptions were taken from: Jackson, Douglas N.
Manual for the Jackson Personality Research Form. Goshen,
N.Y.I: Research Psychologists Press, 1967.)
Each variable was broken down into one or more questions for the
respondents to answer. In some cases, the same question was used to
test more than one variable. The result of the analysis is presented
below (Table A.40 to A.47).
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From the results, no marked difference is observed between the
NCBS and the CBS in the personality variables chosen. This suggests
that these personality variables selected and the questions adopted are
not good criteria to distinguish the two groups of smokers. Neverthless,
a weak distinction does exist among the NCBS and the CBS in the following
areas:
The CBS respect people relatively more than the NCBS.
The NCBS try relatively harder to plan their work carefully
than the CBS. In other words, the NCBS have a relatively
higher achievement drive.
The NCBS are relatively more sentimental and soft-hearted.
than the CBS.
The NCBS like to smoke wherever they like irrespective of
other people's liking relatively more than the CBS.
2. Opinions of the Respondents
Similar analysis was done on the opinions of the respondents
including advertisement, health and miscellaneous aspects. The results
are presented below.
On Advertisements (Table A.46)
They in general do not enjoy watching cigarette advertisements
on television. The CBS are even less enjoyed than the NCBS.
In general, they agree that children are exposed to too much
cigarette advertisement on television. The NCBS even agree
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more with this statement than the CBS.
They generally agree that television advertisements do not
usually tell the truth. The NCBS more agree with this statement
than the CBS.
They moderately agree with the statement that advertisements
inform them of things they should buy and where they could get
them.
Both groups generally agree that there are too much advertisements
on television.
On Health (Table A.49)
The respondents generally agre that smoking is harmful to health.
They are neutral to the statement that sore throats are usually
caused by smoking.
They generally agree that athletes should not smoke. The CBS
agree even more.
During times of stress, they generally agree that smoking helped
them to relax especially the CBS.
Miscellaneous (Table A.50)
The CBS are more concerned about how much money they spent.
The respondents generally disagree with the statement that
the prices of Hong Kong cigarettes are too low especially the
CBS.
The respondents moderately disagree with the statement that
cigarette packages do not protect the contents very well.
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Both groups moderately agree that brand loyalty is not for
smart shoppers.
They generally enjoy smoking especially the NCBS.
Both groups are relatively neutral to.the statement that
women should not smoke in public.
B. Discriminant Analysis
The actual analysis was done using the Discriminatory Analysis
Program of the ICL- 1900 Statistical Analysis Package available in the
University. The data of Section IV were firstly read from the master
data file and then written on a new file with NCBS and CBS data arranged
in group order. 'No Answer' reporses were assigned the value of 3.5
within the response scale of 1 to 6. The file was then used as an input
for the program run. The 'Hit and Miss Table' obtained was presented in
Table 5'1.
TABLE 5.1
'HIT MISS TABLE' OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Actual
NCBS CBS TOTAL
NCBS 149 94 243
Forcast
CBS 104 168 272
253 262 515
Percentage of total respondents correctly classified:
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When this correctly classified percentage of 61.55% obtained is
compared to a percentage of 50% obtained by random assignment, the
difference is not managerially significant. This suggests that these
life style and psychographic questions selected in this section are
not good criteria to account for significant differences between the
NCBS and the CBS. This also agrees with the findings from Standard
CRoss Tabulation Analysis.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter the opinions of the smokers on virginia and blended
cigarettes and the relative importance of the cigarette factors are
identified. No significant difference was observed on the life styles
and psychographics between the CBS and the NCBS.
About. 68.0% of the NCBS and 59.9% of the CBS claim that they have
heard of Virginia and blended cigarettes. For those who have heard
about the differences, they distinguish the seven selected non-Chinese
brands in virginia and blended cigarettes very well. On the other hand,
the three selected Chinese brands are not recognised by them as Virginia
but classified as made in China even though no such answer was provided
by the interviewers. Both groups of smokers have similar perceptions on
Virginia and blended cigarettes. Among the identified-differences
Virginia cigarettes are regarded to be hotter, taste weaker, stronger
grass smell, arouse more mucus and yellow the teeth and hands more than
the blended ones. The most important cigarette factors that may influence
the sales of a particular brand are found to be (in descending order):
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smoothness, mildness, tobacco taste, price, flavor/aroma, and having a
filter tip.
There is no marked difference identified between the two groups
from the test questions on personality variables and opinions. Results
from Discriminant Analysis are also consistent with this finding.
The next chapter is the last of the four chapters presenting the
results of the analysis which discusses the media exposure patterns and
the demographic profile of the CBS and the NCBS.
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6.0 ANALYSIS OF MEDIA EXPOSURE AND CLASSIFICATION DATA
This is the last of the four chapters (Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6)
discussing the results of the analysis in this study.
The media exposure of the smokers is an important measure of their
perceptions of different brands. The media determine the ways and
patterns of their perceptions. This is an important factor in formulating
advertising strategies. Section V of the questionnaire was designed to
investigate into this aspect of the smokers.
The objective of Section VI of the questionnaire is to find out
the demographic profile of the respondents. These are important socio-.
economic data that would be very useful in understanding the social
composition of the smokers and their economic background.
The analysis of these two sections was entirely carried out by
Standard Cross Tabulations. Theeresults are presented below.
6.1 MEDIA EXPOSURE
1. Newspaper Exposure
The readership of newspapers is quite scattered. Many of the
respondents read more than one newspaper each day. The most popular
Chinese newspapers for all respondents are: (in descending order)
Sing Pao (22.9%), Ching Pao (12.8%), Hong Kong Commercial Daily (10.7%),
Sing Tao Man Pao (9.1%), Oriental Daily News (8.7%), Express (6.2%),
Ming Pao (4.7%), and Hong Kong Daily News (4.7%).
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The most popular Chinese newspaper for the NCBS are: (in descending
order) Sing Pao (Right, 28.5%)., Oriental Daily News (Neutral, 11.9%),
KungSing Tao Man Pao (Right, 10.3%), Express (Neutral Right, 7.1%),
Sheung Yat Pao (Right, 5.5%), Hong Kong Daily News (Neutral, 5.5%).
On the other hand, the most popular Chinese newspaper for the CBS are:
(in descending order) Ching Pao (Left, 21.0%), Sing Pao (Right, 17.6%),
Hoong- K ongCommercial (Left, 17.2%), Oriental Daily News (Neutral, 5.7%),
Ming Pao (Neutral, 4.2%), and Hong Kong Daily News (Neutral, 3.8%).
The political indication of the most popular Chinese Newspaper of
the NCBS are either Right or Neutral. No Leftist newspaper is favored
in this group. On the other hand, for the CBS, the most popular one is
Ching Pao, a Leftist newspaper. Except SinF. Pao, the most popular
Chinese newspaper in Hong Kong, the other favored newspapers are either
Left or Neutral. This suggests a strong indication of political difference
among the CBS and the NCBS. This was also noticed during the fieldwork.
It was quite difficult to locate the CBS. The respondents of this group
were largely obtained from companies, quarters and factories which could
be assumed to have Leftist indications (Table A.51).
English newspapers are not popular among the respondents. Respectively,
only 0.87 and 0.47 of the NCBS read South China Morning Post and Star on
the day before interviews. None of the CBS read these English newspapers
at all. (Table A.52).
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2. Television Watching and Radio Listening Frequencies
The respondents have very high exposure frequency towards the
Chinese channels of television. 85.4% of the NCBS and 66.8% of the CBS
watch TVB-Jade for three or more times a week. 77.5% of the NCBS and
61.1% of the CBS watch RTV-Chinese for the same frequency. The TVB-Jade
has a higher audienceship than the RTV-Chinese channel. 12.6% of the
NCBS and 27.9% of the CBS watch TVB-Jade for less than three times a
week. Only 2.0% of the NCBS and 5.3% of the CBS claim that they have
never watch these channels. 19.0% of the NCBS and 31.3% of the CBS watch
RTV-Chinese for less than three times a week but only 3.6% of the NCBS
and 7.6% of the CBS claim that they have never watch this channel.
74.7% of the NCBS and 93.9% of the CBS claim that they have never
watched the TVB-Pearl. Similarly, 79.1% of the NCBS and 93.5% of the
CBS claim that they have never watch the RTV-English. This suggests
that the audienceship of these channels is very low. Only 2.4% of both
the NCBS and the CBS claim that they have watched these channels for at
least three times a week.
Commercial Radio I and II have very close listening frequencies by
the respondents with the latter has relatively about 10% lower. 26.9%
of the NCBS and 26.7% of the CBS listen to Commercial Radio I for three
or more times a week. 64.8% of the NCBS listen to this channel for less
than three times a week. Only 8.3% of the NCBS and 12.2% of the CBS
claim that they have never listened to this channel.
Commercial Radio II has 17.07 of the NCBS and 22.9% of the CBS
listen to it for three or more times a week. 68.8% of the NCBS and 59.9%
of the CBS have a listening frequency of less than 3 times a week. Only
14.2% of the NCBS and 17.2% of the CBS claim that they never listen to
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this channel,
The Commercial English and Radio Villa Verde (Macau) have even
lower audienceship than the above Chinese channels. 87.7% of the NCBS
and 94.7% of the CBS claim that they have never listened to the Commcial
English. 62.1% of the NCBS and 63.4% of the CBS also claim that they
have never listened to Radio Villa Verde. Only 1.6% of the NCBS and
1.,5% of the CBS listen to Radio Villa Verde for three or more times a
week. 36.4% of the NCBS and 35.1% of the CBS listen to this channel
less than three times a week. This is probably due to the fact that
this channel is quite popular during dog racing hours on Saturdays and
Sundays in Macau.
These results suggest that the English media (TV and radios) are
not popular at all among the respondents. The Chinese television
channels are the most popular mass media in Hong Kong. These channels
are much more popular than the radios. For these selected channels,
the CBS have a relatively lower exposure frequency especially towards
the English media (Table A.53).
3. Cinema Going Frequency
25.3% of the NCBS and 16.17 of the CBS go to cinema about once or
more a month. Only 8.7% of the NCBS and 500% of the CBS go to cinema
about once or more a week. 73.5% of the NCBS and 77.8% of the CBS claim
that they only go to cinema about once in three months or less. This
suggests that the cinema going frequency of most of the respondents is
quite low. The CBS go. to cinema relatively less frequent than the NCBS.
This medium is much lower than the television and radio channels in terms
of exposure frequency (Table A.54).
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4. Weeklies Exposure
Weeklies seem to be a even less popular media than the newspapers.
Cover up, Singtao Saturday Weekly, Ming Pao Monthly and Weekender are
the most popular among the respondents. The highest readership of
these weeklies by the NCBS is: (in descending order) Cover up (8.3%),
Weekender (7.1%), Singtao Saturday Weekly (6.7%), Ming Pao Weekly (5.9%),
Hong Kong T.V. (2.8%) and T.V. Times (1.6%). For the CBS, the order is:
(in descending order of reading frequency) Cover up (4.6%), Singtao
Saturday Weekly (4.6%), Ming Pao Weekly (2.7%), T V. Times (1.9%),
Hong Kong TQV..' (1.5%) and Weekender (1.1%). The readership of other
selected weeklies such as Far Eastern Economic Review, Newsweek, Su,nday
Post-Herald, Time. Asia Magazines and Asia Weekly,: is extremely low
wiht 0.4% of less. Many of them are English weeklies and the CBS even
do not read them at all. In general, the exposure frequency of the




The white-collar workers, skilled manual workers, semi-skilled
manual workers, unskilled manual workers and housewives/unemployed/retired
occupy 93.0% of the sample. They together constitute the middle, lower-
middle and lower classes of the population.
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Business executives are only found in the regular smokers of
Chinese brands except Brand 3 probably because of the larger sample size
and fewer brands in this group os smokers. Professionals aar found in
Brand 1 and Brand 10 regular smokers. 33.3%, 13.3%, 13.3%, 10.0%, and
10.0% of the small businessmen are regular smokers of Brands 1, 3, 4, 2,
and 9 respectively. These only make up 6.8% of the sample of respondents.
There are more CBS (19.5%) than the NCBS (8.3%) in the sample
whose occupation is white-collar worker. On the other hand, there are
respectively more NCBS (22.9% and 23.4%) than the CBS (19.5% and 17.9%)
whose occupations are skilled manual workers and housewives/unemployed/
retired. The percentage of semi-skilled manual workers in the sample
are approximately the same for both the NCBS (14.2% and 25.7% respectively)
and the CBS (13.0% and 25.6% respectively)* (Table A.56)0
2. Education Level
48.0% of the respondents have some primary education. The education
received by 80.2% of the respondents is below secondary. There is a higher
percentage of the NCBS (40.7%) who have completed primary education or
above than the CBS (35.9%). The education level achieved by the NCBS is
in general relatively higher than those of the CBS.
17.8% of the NCBS and 9.9/0 of the CBS have no formal schooling with
33.3% of the regular smokers of Brands 8 and 10 belong to this category.
40.5% of the NCBS and 54.2% of the CBS have some .primary education. These
two categories from 59.3% of the NCBS and 64.1% of the CBS in the sample
suggesting that over half of the respondents have only some primary
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education or none at all.
18.2% of the NCBS and 18.7% of the CBS have completed their primary
school. 15.4% of the NCBS and 18.7% of the CBS have even some secondary
school education but only 5.5% of the NCBS and 3.8% of the CBS have
graduated. Only 1.6% of the NCBS and 1.1% of the CBS have post-secondary
or university education. They are found only among the regular smokers
of Brands 1, 3, 5, and 10. This suggests that the education level of the
smokers is quite low, (Table A.57).
3. Sex and Marital Status
Great majority (89.3%) of the respondents are male. 85.8% of the
NCBS and 92.7% of the CBS are male. There are relatively less female
respondents in the group of CBS (703%) than in the NCBS (14.2%) with
45.5% of them (base=55) are Brand 1 and Brand 10 regular smokers.
Great majority (82.1%) of the respondents are married. There is
a higher percentage of married respondents in the CBS (86.6%) than in the
NCBS (77.5%). 64.1% of the unmarried smokers are regular smokers of
Brands 1, 4, and 5 (Tables A.58 and A.59)
4. Age and Average Household Monthly Income
The youngest age group is from 15 to 19 years which is found
predominantly among the NCBS. 11.5% of the NCBS but only 3.8% of the
CBS are 20 to 24 years of age. 11.4% of the NCBS and 13.0% of the CBS
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belong to the age group of 25 to 34 years. There are 83.2% of the CBS
whose age is above 35 years whereas for the NCBS there are 74.3%. There
are 78.9% of the respondents whose age is above 34. This suggests that
the average age of the CBS is relatively higher than those of the NCBS.
The average monthly income of 78.1% of the respondents falls into
the range of HK$600 to $1,999. Within this group there are 77.8% of the
NCBS and 78.3% of the CBS. 6.4% of the NCBS and 9.9% of the CBS have
less than $600 per month in their household income. On the other hand,
7.1% of the NCBS and5.0% of the CBS have$ 2000 or more household income
per month. There are 56.1% of the NCBS whose income is $1000 or more
whereas for the CBS there are 41.3%. This suggests that the income of
the NCBS is relatively higher than the CBS in the sample. This may be
the reason why the CBS are more price-conscious (Table A.60 and A.61).
6.3 Summary
From the analysis results the four most popular Chinese newspapers
for the NCBS are found to be (in descending order): Sing Pao, Oriental
Daily News, Sing Tao Man Pao, and Express. The four most popular Chinese
newspapers for the CBS are (in descending order): Ching Pao, Sing Pao,
Hong Kong Commercial, and Oriental Daily News. It is found that the CBS
are more Left-inclined in their political indication.
English media are not popular among the respondents. The NCBS go
to cinema relatively more often tha the CBS. The cinema-going frequency
is not high among the smokers. Weeklies seem to be a even less popular
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media than the newspapers, In general the CBS have a relatively lower
exposure frequency to these selected media.
Most of the smokers belong to the lower and middle classes consist-
ing mainly of white-collar workers, skilled manual workers, semi-skilled
manual workers, unskilled manual workers and housewives/unemployed/retired.
Most of them are married and male. The NCBS in general are relatively
more highly educated, younger, and richer.
The next chapter presents the summary and conclusions of this
thesis. A more integrated summary discussing the results in terms of the
four P's is presented together with some concluding remarks.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Marketing research is not an element in the marketing mixo It is
only a tool used for the purpose of making decisions about the elements
of the marketing mix. Thus, the most important question in evaluating
any marketing research study is how useful are the findings of the study.
The findings should be helpful in the marketing strategy planning. In
making these decisions, the concept of the four P's-- Product, Place,
Promotion, and Price-- is a very useful framework. This chapter tries
to summarise the findings presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 in terms
of these considerations so that effective decisions can be made in choosing
the right marketing mix. Some recommendations and concluding remarks
are also presented in this chapter.
7.1 Summary of the Findings
1. Customers and Marketing Considerations
Most of the respondents were interviewed within the urban areas.
There are relatively more samples of the NCBS obtained from the estates
than the city blocks. The majority (55.5%) of the respondents live in
resettlement estates and low cost housings.
Over 92.0% of both groups of smokers within the sample are white-
collar workers, skilled manual workers, semi-skilled manual workers,
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unskilled manual workers and housewives/unemployed/retired. There is a
relatively higher percentage of skilled manual workers among the NCBS
and more white-collar workers among the CBS.
There is a higher percentage of the NCBS (40.77) who have completed
primary education or above than the CBS (35.9%). About 93.0%:of the CBS
and 86.0% of the NCBS are male. There are relatively less female or
unmarried respondents in the group of CBS (7.3%) than the NCBS (14.2%).
The average age of the CBS is relatively higher than those of the NCBS.
The income of the NCBS is relatively higher than the CBS in the sample.
The respondents in the sample are well experienced in smoking with
over 90% of them have smoked for over three years. The average usage
rate of each respondent is about 15 sticks daily with the CBS smoking
relatively more. 87.2% of all the respondents replenish their cigarettes
supply at least every two days. 64.3% replenish at least once a day.
The replenish frequency of the NCBS is relatively higher than the CBS
whereas the usage rate of the NCBS is relatively lower than the CBS
because relatively more of the CBS buy one carton or more at a time than
the NCBS.
The most popular occasions that over 80.0% of both the NCBS and the
CBS smoke their regular brands are: (in descending order) everyday
smoking, immediately after meal, at rest, doing nothing, travelling,
and at work/in office/at business. Considerable brand loyalty is found
among the respondents. 60.0% of them smoke: no second.brando There is
a higher percentage of the CBS who favor second brands. Many of them
prefer non-Chinese brands. The most important reason for smoking more
than one brand for both the CBS and the NCBS is to get some Change
especially the CBS. The other reasons are: (in descending order) taste,
during social functions, no grass smell and more economical,
There is no significant difference identified from the chosen
personality variables and opinion questions between the CBS and the NCBS•
However, one difference which do occur significantly is that the CBS
are found to be relatively more concerned about how much money they spend,
that is, more economically minded.
2. Product
The most important cigarette factors that may influence the sales
of a particular brand are found to be: (in descending order) smoothness,
mildness, tobacco taste, price, flavor/aroma, and having a filter tip.
A similar trend is observed in both groups of smokers except that the
CBS think that the price factor is the most important.
Suitable taste, mildness, cheapness, good aroma and no grass smell
(in descending order) are the most popular reasons for preferring their
regular brands. The CBS are relatively less habitual in choosing their
regular brands and they prefer those brands which do not arouse mucus.
There is a relatively higher percentage of the NCBS preferring their
regular brands because of their mildness and good aroma. This may be the
reason why the NCBS prefer blended cigarettes more.
About 60% of the respondents claim that they have heard of Virginia
and blended cigarettes. For those who have heard about the differences,
they distinguish the seven selected non-Chinese brands in Virginia and
blended cigarettes very well. On the other hand, the three selected
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Chinese brands are not recognised by them as Virginia but classified as
made in China even though no such answer was provided by the interviewers.
Both groups of smokers have similar perceptions on Virginia and blended
cigarettes. Among the identified differences Virginia cigarettes are
regarded to be hotter, taste weaker, stronger grass smell, arouse more
mucus and yellow the teeth and hands more than the blended ones.
The most favorable pack-size is 20 sticks per pack. They think that
the cigarette packages protect the contents moderately well.
Brands 4 and 9 are regarded by both groups as the most attractive
whereas Brands 10 and 3 are regarded as the least attractive. Brands
4, 5, 7, and 9 are in general regarded as high price, high quality brands
with good reputation. Brands 4 and ,5 are highly regarded by the NCBS
whereas the most favorite brand regarded by the CBS is Brand 1. The
NCBS prefer to receive Brands 4, 5, and 7 (in descending order) as gift
whereas the CBS prefer Brands 1, 4, and2. In terms of the best value
for the money, Brands 10, 8 and 6 are ranked as the top three by the
NCBS whereas the CBS rank Brands 1, 10 and 2.
3. Place
93.8% (base=515) of the respondents usually buy their own cigarettes.
Relatively more of the CBS buy from the wholesalers ordistributors whereas
the NCBS buy from ordinary retail stores and cigarette stalls relatively
more. By far the most important retail outlets are the ordinary retail
stores, cigarette stalls and the wholesalers or distributors.
If the outlets do not have the brands they want to buy, 41.3% of
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the NCBS and 33.1% of the CBS go to another store. 37.9% of the NCBS
either buy other brands or come back later whereas 50.4% of the CBS has
the same behavior. The availability of a brand is only considered to be
a medially important factor in the choice of a brand. The phenomenon of
unavailability of these selected ten brands in the retail outlets
seems to occur not very often.
4. Promotion
The advertising frequency perceived is highly related to the
advertising effort spent in these brands. Both the NCBS and the CBS
perceive this attribute very well with high degree of similarity. They
have exactly the same perception of these brands in the following descend-
ing order of advertising frequency: Brands 4, 5, 7, 10, 9, 8, 6, and 1.
Brands 2 and 3 are regarded as the brands with the lowest advertising
frequencies.
The readership of newspapers is quite scattered. Many of the
respondents read more than one newspaper each day. The most popular
Chinese newspapers for the NCBS are found to be (in descending order):
Sing Pao, Oriental Daily News, Sing Tao Man Pao, and Express. The four
most popular Chinese newspapers for the CBS are (in descending order):
Ching Pao, Sing Pao, Hong Kong Commercial, and Oriental Daily News.
It is found that the CBS are more Left-inclined in their political
indication.
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Chinese television channels are found to be the most effective
media with highest audienceship especially TVB-Jade. The other media
exposure frequencies are very low. In general the CBS have a relatively
lower exposure frequency to these selected media.
The advertisements do not appeal so much to the CBS as to the NCBS.
The respondents generally do not enjoy the advertisements with the
impression that there are too much of them on television and many of
them do not tell the truth.
5. Price
Price is considered as the most important factor by the CBS when
they choose a brand. They are found to be very price conscious and more
concerned about how much money they spend. Their income level is found
to relatively lower than the NCBS. The non-Chinese Brands 4, 5, 7, and
9 are regarded by both the CBS and the NCBS as the highest-priced brands
whereas Brands 10, 8, and 3 are the lowest.
On the other hand, for those who smoke second brands, price is not
considered to be very important by the CBS but relatively more NCBS
consider that price is important. Both the CBS and the NCBS generally
agree that the prices of Hong Kong cigarettes are not low especially the
CBS.
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6. Perceptions by Brands
The CBS perceive that Brand 1 has the highest quality, most suitable
for Chinese and best for them while the NCBS regard it as medium in these
aspects. The CBS feel that its package is more attractive and less hot
than the NCBS.
The CBS regard Brand 2 as having higher quality, more suitable for
Chinese, better reputation, much better for them and less hot than the
NCBS.
The CBS perceive Brand 3 as having higher quality, more suitable
for Chinese, much better for them and less hot than the NCBS.
Brand 4 is in general highly ranked by both groups of smokers in
these attributes. The NCBS feel that Brand 4 is the best for them and
much less hot while the CBS regard that it is only medium.
Brand -5 is perceived by the NCBS as having higher quality, more
suitable for Chinese, much better for them and hotter than the CBS.
Brand 6 is perceived by the NCBS as having relatively higher quality,
better reputation, better for them and more attractive packaging than the
CBS.
Brand 7 is regarded by the NCBS to be higher quality, more suitable
for Chinese, better for them and having more attractive packaging than
the CBS.
Both groups of smokers perceive Brand 9 very similarly except that
the NCBS feel that it is relatively more suitable for Chinese and not
so good for them when compared to the CBS.
Brands 8 and 10 are perceived by both groups very similarly. The NCBS
feel that Brand 8 has relatively higher quality and better reputation than
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the CBS. The NCBS regard Brand 10 as more suitable for Chinese, and having
better reputation.
7.2 Conclusion
The above analysis enables a comprehensive general understanding of
the two customer groups in the market: the CBS and the NCBS. Thus possible
marketing mixes can be considered for each of the segments to evaluate
their potential. The problem here is trying to satisfy the target
customers with the right product that is available in the right place,
promoted in the right way, and available at the right price. A checklist
of marketing considerations according to these four P's in Appendix C
may be very useful to the decision maker. The planning of these marketing
strategies depends very much on the company's objectives and resources.
Other uncontrollable factors are the existing business situation, the
cultural, social, political, legal, and, economic environments in the
industry. It is, of course, beyond the scope of this thesis to develop
a complete marketing programme with the right strategies. They are left
to the company's executives.
From a general picture of the cigarette industry in Hong Kong, the
customers and marketing considerations, the marketing executive should
understand the market situation thoroughly especially the uncontrollable
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factors. The findings of this study can help the executive to choose the
right marketing mix in terms of the four P's:' Primarily, most of the
smokers in Hong Kong are adults of the lower and middle classes. Thus
their.social, cultural and economic characteristics should be emphasized
during decision making.
It is found in this study that the most important cigarette factors
that may influence the sales of a particular brand are: (in descending
order) smoothness, mildness, tobacco taste, flavor/aroma and having a
filter tip. Thus the manufacturers should either improve or change their
product characteristics to suit these customer tastes. There is a high
tendency of the smokers' preferences towards blended cigarettes. The
executive should know why and how these trends should be coped with by
making necessary improvements or alternations in the company's products.
The distribution channels in the market seem to be satisfactory.
More emphasis should be placed on ordinary retail stores, cigarette
stalls and the wholesalers or distributors. The problem of unavailability
should be avoided to minimize the possibility of losing market shares.
The most popular brands are identified in this study. The executive
should evaluate the position of his products, their competitive power and
weaknesses, deciding which product should be promoted and with high
probability of success and which product should be dropped. During
promotion, the right media have to be selected with the correct advertising
objectives. It seems that the Chinese television channels and the most
popular newspapers are the best ones. Their costs and benefits should be
analysed and the presentation should be carefully designed to meet the
taste and characteristics of the target market segment.
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Price is a very important consideration especially towards the CBS.
It depends on the company's objectives whether this segment of the market
is the chosen target. The costs and the markups adopted are also important
considerations.
These are only preliminary considerations, the job of marketing
management is one of continuous planning, execution, and control. The
marketing executive must select his own target customers and design a
marketing mix or mixes for them under the environmental limitations and
the company's resources. He must also see that.each strategy works
successfully. If it does not, he must modify this strategy during the
execution stage, or develop a new one.
It is hoped that the research findings in this study will help the
cigarette company's executives in the planning of their marketing strategies.
The present study on consumer behavior may improve their accuracy in
determining customer wants and segmentation under the logical operative
framework of the four P's. Although experienced marketing executives
would not base their decisions solely on the result of one empirical
research, this study could, hopefully, have some significant effect in
helping their better understanding of the consumers' motivations, perceptions,
and preferences during their decision making process.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE AND CODING SCHEME
SIIRVFY RFSF.ARCH HONGKONGLTD.
TFT.. NO.: 5-27602526







INTERVIEWER NO DATE OF INTERVIEW
LENGTH OF INTERVIEV ADDRESS CODE
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How many sticks of cigarettes did yoi
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If the outlet does not have the brand you
want to huv. what will vou do? (READ OUT)
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How frequently is your supply of
ciearettes renlenished?
What size of pack do you usually
buy? 10 sticks packet or 20
sticks nar.kpf?
How much is usually purchased?
Do most of your friends smoke the
same brand of cigarettes that you
Ho?
仳人价价奴朋沾、“拖，？、仏么問
Do most of your family members smoke
the same brand of cigarettes that you
do?
I:: this section we would like your opinion of different brands of
cigarettes. Given below are various pairs of words and phrases
that one can use to describe cigarettes. You will notice each
pair of words or phrases ranges from one extreme to the other.
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SECTION II; BRAND IMAGES AND PREFERENCES
14. In this section we would like your opinion of different brands
cigarettes. Given below are various pairs of words and phrases
that one can use to describe cigarettes. You will notice each
pair of words or phrases ranges from one extreme to the other,
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The same ten attributes were used for the rest 9 brands































15 (Hand or read out Brands Card). Which of these brands would you r.ci
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16. Which cf these brands do you think is the best value for the money?
Nest? etc. By value for more)-, 1 refer to the relationship between,
nnalitv and nice.
1 1 ；
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17a. Have you heard of Virginia cigarettes
hi prided cigarettes?
Yes 1 (10)
(GO TO 0.18a)No I
,11;4 1 I
叫做 1IV
b. Can you tell me the differences between the two?
SECTION III: CIGARETTE FACTORS
M vA. %% ft Xl vC t $ vft •
Virginia
表而对 Blended
c. Which of the following brands are Virginia cigarettes or blended
~ o cunu UDAWn PAPnQl
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18a. ' . Lited below are a number of-reasons which might influence you in your
purchase of one brand of cigarettes instead of another. Please choose
the answer which best reflects your opinion about a cigarettes brand
from (1) Definitely Important to (6) Definitely Unimportant. Any
answer in between the two extremes can be used. (Interviewer probe% 1 « • i . » n
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SECTION IV: LIFE STYLES AND PSYCHOGRArHlCS
In this secticr. there are a number of statements about daily activities
and attitudes. For each statement listed, I would like to know how much
you £ jr, r of. disagree with these statement. There are no right and wrong
















You enjoy watching cig
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ont p 1 p v l .q i on
You always respect othe
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0 4]
You are a sentimental and
cnfh_)ioQrt-o'l no r c An
Smoking is one of your
most eniovable activities
You feel uncomfortable in
a . strange or unfamiliar
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1”
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Women should not smoke1
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SECTION V: MEDIA EXPOSURE
Which of the following Chinese newspapers






li_K.ung Sheung Yt Pao
jKung Cheung Man Pao
filing Pac
i. Ming °ao Mar. Pao...
'San Wan Evening New:
:'£_Kong Kong Daily Nev;
losing lac Man Pao...
vGing Tao Yat Pao...
g_Sirg Pao..
£LTir. Tin Yat Pao....
feWah Kiu Man Pao....
foWah I'.iu Yat Pao....
Chinese Scar
KLNam Wan Man Pao....
Oriental Daily Nev:s
l!onc Konn Standard.1 i i V 4 4 X CS v, w« V• 1
South China Morning. Pod
Which of the following English newspapers
did you reaJ yesterday?
How often do you vateh or listen to







Twice a week or more...
About once a week
About once in two weeks
About once a month.....
About once in 3 months.
Less of ten
Don't know
How often do you go to cinema?
Which of the following weeklies
















25. What is vour occunations?
Business Executives
Consists of persons owning or managirtg banks, factories,
wholesale businesses, the larger retail businesses, etc.
Professional;
Includes persons such as teachers, professors, lawyers,
engineers, artists, writers, editors, and physicians.
Smal1 Business
Represents owners and managers of smaller retail, service,
and repair enterprises, contractors, and non-farm proprietors
of almost every other sort.
Wnite-Collar Workers
Are a large heterogeneous category of clerical and technica
workers such as stenographers, book-keepers, typists,
dragtsmen, salespeople, and others whose work is primarily
mnaserial and non-manual.
Ski Lied Manual Work?
Are those such as bricklayers, plumbes, machinists, locomotive
engineers, printers, as well as all foremen, and skilled service
workers, such as cooks and barbers.
Semi-skilled Manual Workers:
Are truck drivers, machine operators, service-station attendants,
waiters, countermen, and others whose work is primarily manual
and involves a minor degree of skill.
TTn qL- i 1 1 rA Uorlrpr q •
Are the lowest grake workers in point of skill and res¬
ponsibility: sweepers, porters, janitors, cleaners, construction
laborers, bootblacks, and other workers of similar characters.
iliiKp'vi rp llypmiil nupHRpfi red .
R11:df nt s•
What is the highest level of
education you have completed?
26.
o-7. ' • Are you married or not?

































28. Can vou tell me vour age?
SHOW CARD D
?Q Which of these categories best
indicates the total average monthly









































































Q . 3 : N o . of S ticks of C igarettessmokedY esterday
C ard 1 C olumn1 2 and 1 3 - - T he actualnumberof sticks smokedwas
codedin ( 1 to 9 8 ) .
9 9 = D on ' t know/ no answer
Q . 6 a : R egularB rand- - C ard 1 C olumns3 6 - 3 7
0 . 7 a : S econdB rand- - C ard 1 C olumns4 9 - 5 0
C odeB rands
C ol . 3 7 / 5 03 6 / 4 9C ol .
10A bdullaN o . 7
20A ncient P okelain





80C hung H wa
90C raven' A '








81G old F lake





2 4* K wongY ung





03M e - N e
3 1P allmall
23* P eony
3 3P hillip M orris
3 4
3 5




















All other brands 9 9
These are Chinese Brands
134
Q.6b: Reasons for Preferring Regular Brand
Q.7b: Reasons for Smoking more than one Brand
CODE
SecondBothRegular
Rra nclColeCard 1 Brands Brand OnlyReasons
2 31Mild38
2 31Smooth39
2 3Burn faster 140
64 5Burn slower




64 5Not Very Hot
8 9Not Hot at All 7
21 3No Grass Smell43







21 347 Chinese Products
2 31Fresh51
2 352 1Taste Pure





2 3During Social Functions 1Card 2 75
2 31Good Aroma76
2 3177 Popular











Sme l lSme 11
21More MildLess Mild13
Less YellowingMore Yellowing14
21of teeth etc.of teeth etc,
21More HotnessLess Hotness15







21Taste More PureTaste less Pure21
21Taste More PopularTaste less Popular22
21More NicotineLess Nicotine23
21Tobacco BlackTobacco Yellow24







REFERENCE TABLES A.1 TO A.61
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TABLE A.2
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HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN SMUK.I NG?
SIX 7 MON. 1-2 2-3 3-5 CVFR NO
BASFMONTNS- 1 YF YEARS YEARS YLARS 3 YR. ANS.
REGULAR BRAND 515 2 5 10 18 22 458 0
SMOKER CROUPS 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 0.4 1.0 1.9 3.5 4.3 88.9 0.0
NUN-CHINESF BRAND 253 2 3 5 13 10 220 0
COL.% 49.1 100.0 60.0 50.0 72.2 45.5 48.0 0.0
ROW % 100.0 0.8 1.2 2.0 5,1 4.0 87.0 0.0
CHINESE GRAND 262 0 2 5 5 12 238 0
COI. % 50.9 0.0 40.0 50.0 27.8 54.5 52.0 0.0







515 96 300 119REGULAR BRAND
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0SMOKER GROIPS
100.0 18.6 58.3 23.1
253 47 153 53NON-CRINESE BRAND
49.1 49.0 51.0 44.5COL. %
100.0 18.6 60.5 20.9ROW %
262 49 147 66CHINESE BRAND
5O.9 51.0 49.0 55.5COL. %
100.0 18.7 56.1 25.2ROW %
TABLE A.
HOW LONG HAVE YOU RE EN SMOKING ?
SIX 7 MON. 1 -2 2-3 3-5 0 V F R 5 NO








fiTkCur w i mc ; p [i o a n n c
RRAND 4
BRAND 5























































































































































































































































































































7.2 0 . 0
TABLE A.
USAGE RATE BY BRANDS
N0. op s T Y CK S0A
(U1M 11-20 0 V F
riArcCTTriCCTTPk'C ? (i
RFGULAR BRAND
cmhcdr. □r: 1 n C





























































3 . 3 5 .1
















































































































BRAND AWARENESS OF NCBS
(First Three Brands Come to Mind)













BRAND AWARENESS OF CBS
(First Three Brands Come to Mind)
1st Mentions Only1st+ 2nd+ 3rd Mentions
47.7%Brand 1Brand 1 76.7%
10.7%Brand 435.5%Brand 4
Brand 3 7.6%24.8%Brand 2





1.5%Brand 9Brand 6 9.5%




BRAND USAGE OF NCBS
(Brands tried for at least Two Months)
1st Mention Only1st+ 2nd+ 3rd+ -4th Mentions





Brand 7 7.9%20.6%Brand 8
2.4%Brand 913.8%Brand 9
2.0%Brand 19.5%Brand 1




BRAND USAGE OF CBS
(Brands tried for At least Two Months)
lst+ 2nd+ 3rd+ 4th Mentions lst Mention_ Only
48.1%Brand 1Brand 1 75.6%
Brand 2 9.9%Brand 2 30.9%
8.4%Brand 329.4%Brand 10
Brand 10 7.6%26.7%Brand 4
Brand 6 5.7%21.8%Brand 3
Brand 4 5.3%21.0%Brand 6
Brand 5 5.0%19.7%Brand 5
2.3%Brand 714.9%Brand 8
1.1%Brand 88.8%Brand 7
Brand 9 1.1%7.3%Brand 9
(Base= 262)
TABLE A.11
p. v ? •: . y.rK-'?z v. . 5COmdh ',nd t: ask
T'1f Uf'.r. r,; tut X. r r '
BRAND B.«ND 9VAJ-J -• - HHAi.'O L m J '3: '•!» r A'«t» g r «t k «.0
p i r 10 7 9 -f. .n 1 ' ' rnl'.,! IV.,
•••••••••••••••«« •• • • i • ••••••••••••••« »••••••••••••••• •
REGULAR A P N ~ X 1 ? ? ' ? 1 7 ' ' s ' 1 '• s '
ox SMOtR«; irn.n ioo.i' 100.0 100.0 10.0 10 0 .0 1 . '. o 1 . ••» 1 .• 1 «. 1 . 1 . 1
1 0n . 0 f. f 4 .} s . 4 7 • ' . ? .4. a 1 . •. 0 . 1 . ' . ' .
Brand a a u 5 1 1 •' 1 7 1 ) OS.
C CI . X 1 1. 7 0.'.' 1 ? . U 3. s . 3 0. ' 7.7 .. is. A. 9 . . .
BOW X ir-o.o o.O • . - 1 . 1 . s 0.0 1 . r ' . . W ?. v . •. ). a ' . -
Or lr.d 5 4100? 11 0 1
r 01 . X c . fi . 7 0.0 0.0 1 r.. 7 X . ) 7.7 n o 4 . i ', ? ... . •
ROW X 1 0 '1 . •» 4 .y 0.0 0. 0 . 9 ? . • 7 . n . . . '. . » - . a - . '
Brand 10 Xn «. 1 0 0 1 1 1 » 1 » ' i
COL. % p 1 1 . t 4.0 n. 0 0. 1 . f. ' • . 0 - . 1 » r. . •. . a. .
BOW 1 0 n . 0 1 X , i . ' O.O 0.0 3.X i . ' . X - . t. i, r. . t . 1 . . «
Brand 8 ? 4 1 4 1 0 T » 1 • • • 1
COL. X 4.7 7. 1 16. X . -1 0.1 . '. .
RlJ X IU'1.0 L . i 1.7 w . ? 0 . ft . ' ' . ..7 4 . J . ' . ' . ' . ' . t
Brand 6 ? 4 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
COL. X 4.7 ?. 0 4 . . - . 0 . . .. ' -
ROW X 1 0 0 . f. 4 . . . O.0 • . 0.0 0 . » . • .. ? t t M X-
Brand 7 ?0 X ? 0 0 0 1 a n 1 s
C 0 L. X 7 . Q A. 1.1 • . 1' . 1 r.. 0 1 1 . . . .
Rf-u X 1 «j 1. 15.'.' 1 : . . 1 1. • f '
3rand 9 10 0 1 0 0 0 •_ » «i 1 j
COL. X 1.0 0. 1 4 . 0.1 . • c . 1 • . f . . A
Rl'J X 1 •)'1 . 1 0.0 1 .i . (1 . . 0 ' t' '• 1
UThfP KOh-ruI'j.RBA. n T. 1 f 4
c (! l . X . 0 ? , « . 0 14.3 7s . 7 S . 0 0 A 0 A r j r, . A,; 0 r. •
Ri y v. 1 'Jt0 ? . ' X [ - 11.1 ?.n 0 1 s ' ' - ' . ' . • ' .
:5T.-jr,4i If 1 7 17 11 7 1 1 • % « ) a .
cf L . x 31 . S '4.1 ; . r » . 7 ,»S . . '4.7 XX,- a . , 4 r , «, _
e 0 W X 1 t; 0 . ,• 7.4 4 , ' 1 ) . 7 1 . ' f . , _ r .A A . A , H • , s
£r;,,d 7 4 4 n J 1 1 o 1 1 7 A a «
r 31. • X ' . r' 17.1 X . 7.1 'A . 1 J 1 s . 1 ?
°r),'i y- 100.n m.a .a 4.5 i. :i w;;0 7] 7] .' ' , T .
Brand ? 3 f 4 2 1 1 ,» ? , f
r r' 1 • X . 1 1 1 . 4 M.i 7.1 M . 1 1 - 77 n A w a ». . %
30u '• 10. r» 1 1 . 1 s.1 S . f ? ] « S ' r t. ' . n '.) A v ' , • ; • . , . .
0 7 H F 9 r u ! s C C r n 3 AM , 7 r, a i) 1 ,, ( .
rfL- X 7.5 5 •0.) ' . f 0 . a p.o 0.1 A 1
0 L 1 » ' . r - . v J . ' . n . ) f . (( ,,.
1
TABLE A. 12


















17.4%18.0%17.5%Functions 0 15.0%12.3/014.0%No Grass Smell
9.9%21.1%13.5%Economical
7.9%7.7%7.8%Mildness
7.1%4.6%C nod Aroma 6.3%
(Ba se=253) (Base=262)(Base=515)
TABLE A.14
OCCASIONS SMOKING REGULAR BRAND
NCBS CESAll Respondentsoccil s ions
Everyday Smoking 99.4% 99.6 99.27.
Immediately After Meal 97.97. 97.2 98.57.
At Rest 97.37. 97.21 98.57.
96.1% 97.7%94.5Doing Nothing
83.37. 83.6%Travel ling 83.0
At Work/In Office/
79. 1 80.97.80.07.at Business
73.54 76.7%75.17.In Toilet
Just Before Going
73. 1 72.97,73.07.to Bed
Immediately Our of
70.67.74.372.4%Bed
78.31 70.69%72.4%At Party Feast
Immediately Before
69.6 69.17%69.37%Meal
68.27. 77.91 58.8%P laying Ma joh /Gamble
62.37. 68.4 56.5%Thinking/Writing
40.3 49.27,Slightly Uncomfortable 44.9%
Picnic/Outdoor
Activities 38.87. 39.9 37.8%






PLACES CLCES USUALLY PURCSEI
CBSP laces All Respondents NCBS
0. 0Supermnrkct 0.47 0. 8
6.0%Wholesa ler/Distribut 11.2% 16. 51
68.2179. 2%Ordinary Retail Story 73.3%






S1OKERS' BEHAVIOR WHEY OUTLETS HAVE NO DESIRED BRAND
Smokers' Behavior A11 NCBS CBS
RPcnnn ntc
11.87. 41.37. 33.1%Buy Another Brand
37.1% 34.57. 48.8%Go to Another Store
2.57 3.47. 1.6%Come Back Later
15.3% 17.8% 12.9%Never Occur





Frequency All Respondents NUBS CBS
At least once a Day 64.370) 87.270 65.27) 89.3% 63.4%) 85.27
Every two Days 2 2.9% 24.1% 21.8%
Once a Week 6.2% 5.17% 7.3%






r; c.r:. ix:r. orArrri i::s
HO-j n' l f m IS USUALLY P U K f H A S F f) ?
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FRIENDS SMOKING SAME BRANDS AS THE SMOKERS
f. p pf. o S M') F S Af p .''PA1 ,i 7
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FAMILY MEMBERS SMOKING SAME BRANDS AS THE SMOKERS
t A M t I v Cv.ilK c; , I. c n Q a •: )
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RANK COMPARISON OK BRANDS BY QUALITY




















































RANK COMPARISON OF BRANDS BY TASTE





















































Average Scores by Scale,see page
TABLE A.23
RANK COMPARISON OF BRAND BY PRICK
Rank Order NCBS CBS





















































RANK COMPARISON OF BRANDS BY SUITABILITY FOR CHINESE









































































































































































RANK COMPARISON OF BRANDS BY 'BEST FOR ME'
CBSNCBSRank Order
Best for Me




Brand 4 3.03Brand 10 3.225
Brand 10 3.13Brand 6 3.266
3.22Brand 73.37Brand 97













2.71Brand 8Brand 8 2.686
Brand 6 2.722.78Brand 67
Brand 1 3. 121Brand 1 3.408
4.04Brand 3Brand 2 4.049




RANK COMPARISON OF BRANDS BY PACKAGING ATTRACTIVENESS
CBSNCBSRank Order
Attractive Packagicl
2.171.99 Brand 9Brand 41
22 Brand 4 2.18Brand 9
2.26 2.46Brand 1Brand 53
2.542,54 Brand 5Brand 74
Brand 2 2.682.71Brand 65




Brand 10 2.14Brand 10 3.2810
Unattractive Packaging
TABLE A.30




3.05Brand 5Brand 2 3.412
Brand 4 3.243.42Brand 33
Brand 6 3.35Brand 6 3.594
Brand 3 3.693.61Brand 55
Brand 2 3.70Brand 9 3.696
3.73Brand 9Brand 1 3.717
Brand 10 3.73Brand 4 3.748
4.01Brand 7Brand 10 3.889
Brand 1 4.274.23Brand 710
Not Hot At All
1
TABLE A.11
BRANDS MOST LIKE' TO RECEIVE AS GIFT' BY NCBS
11ns+ 2nd+ 3rd Mentions 1st Mention Of
Brand 4 69.57. Brand 4 39.1%
Brand 5 64.8% Brand 5 21.7%
Brand 7 29.67, Brand 7 7.9%
Brand 10 18.1% Brand 6 7.12
Brand 6 15.07. Brand 10 6.7%
Brand 9 14.67. Brand 9 6.32%
Brand 8 14.57. Brand 8 4.8%
Brand 1 6.47. Brand 1 0.8% 8
Brand 2 2.8% Brand 2 0.47
Brand 3 0.07. Brand 3 0.07
TABLE A,32
BRANDS MOST LIKE TO RECEIVE AS GIFT BY CBS
1st+ 2nd+ 3rd Mentions 1st Mention Only
Brand 1 74.7% Brand 1 49.23%
Brand 4 3 7.47° Brand 4 16.8%
Brand 2 29.07. Brand 2 7.3%
Brand 5 25.27 Brand 5 6.9%
Brand 3 21.7% Brand 3 6.9%
Brand 7 11.97. Brand 9 3.4%
Brand 10 9.6% Brand 7 2.7%
Brand 9 9.57. Brand 6 1.1%
Brand 6 5.6% Brand 10 0.8%





BRANDS REGARDED AS TILE BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY BY THE NCBS
1st+ 2nd+ 3rd Mentions 1st Mention Only
Brand 10 53.77 Brand 10 30.47.
Brand 8 32.77 Brand 8 13.07.
Brand 6 29.77 Brand 4 13.07.
Brand 5 28.57 Brand 6 11.57.
Brand 4 27.7 Brand 5 9.97
Brand 1 25.7 Brand 1 6.37
Brand 7 15.8 Brand 7 4.07.
Brand 9 6.0 Brand 9 2.07.
Brand 2 4.87 Brand 2 1.27
Brand 3 2.87 Brand 3 0.47.
(Base = 253)
TABLE A.34
BRANDS REGARDED AS THE BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY BY THE CBS
1st+ 2nd+ 3rd Mentions 1st Mention Only
Brand 1 85.97 Brand 1 55.37
Brand 10 45.47 Brand 3 15.37
Brand 2 35.57 Brand 2 10.37
Brand 3 27.17 Brand 10 9.97
Brand 6 15.67 Brand 8 4.27.
Brand 8 15.37 Brand 6 1.17.
Brand 5 4.67. Brand 5 0.47.
Brand 4 4.27. Brand 4 0.47.
Brand 7 2.37. Brand 7 0.47.
Brand 9 1.27. Brand 9 0.07.
(Base= 262)
1
Virginia Blended Made in China Eon't Know
Brand 1 (V)* 0.3% 0.3% 78.4%. 70.9%
Brand 2 (V) 0.0% 0.67. 84.5% 14.9%
Brand 3 (V) 0.0%. 1.6%. 83.9% 14.6%
Brand 4 (B) 0.9%. 94.9%. 0.3%. 3.9%.
Brand 5 (B) 2.2%. 92.7% 0.6%. 4.5%.
Brand 6 (V) 83.6% 4.5%. 0.6%. 11.3%.
Brand 7 (B) 2.7%. 84.8%. 0.3% 12.2%.
Brand 8 (B) 2.2%. 78.4%. 0.3% 19.1%
Brand 9 (V) 91.3%. 3.6% 0.67. 4.5%
Brand 10 (B) 2.7%. 73.6%. 0.0%. 23.6%.
(Base-329)
*(V)
= Virginia Blend Cigarettes (B) Blended Cigarettes
TABLE A.36
PERCEIVED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIRGINIA AND BLENDED CIGARETTES
Taste Weaker Stronger 53.5% 57.4%
Stronger Weaker 9.3%. 1.8%
Hotness Less More 14.0% 26.7%
More Less 6.9%. 8.8%
Mildness Less More 18.1% 12.2%
More Less 16.3% 22.4%
Aroma Less More 14.6% 12.2%
More Less 12.2% 13.4%.
Yellowing of More Less 12.8% 18.5%
Teeth Hands Less More 0.6% 0.0%.
Arouse Mucus More Less 12.8%. 14.0%,
Less More 0.0%, 0.0%.
Grass Smell Stronger Weaker 11.6% 7.7%
Weaker Stronger 0.6% 0.7%
Degree of Thirst More Less 7.5% 2.5%
Less More 2.9% 7.0%
Nicotine Present Less More 0.6% 1.7%
More Less 4.7% 3.8%
Tobacco Yellow Black 2.5% 2.5%,
Black Yellow 0.0%, 0.0%
Speed of Slower Faster 2.9% 1.3%.
Burning Faster Slower 0.6%, 1.3%,
(Bas e= 17 2) (Bas q= 15 7)
VIRGINA BLIA BLEXDED CLCARETTRS CLASSIFCARTIOS RESPOESES
TABLK A.J 7
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CIGARETTE FACTORS






Has a Filter Tip
Ava i labi li tv














































Average Score by Scale.
The total percentages of the respondents answering
1, 2, or 3 (i.e.,the factors are considered to be
i moor tan 1.1-
TABLE A.38












PREFERENCE OF COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WHEN IMPORTANT







PERSONALITY VARLABLES: (A) AFFILIATION
STATEMENT All Respondents NCBS CBS Diff.
It is easy for you to maintain
a good relationship with other 2.52** 2.45 2.56 0.11
people
you don't like to be alone when
You have leisure time 3.13 3.15 3.12 0.03
Affliation Score** 2.83 2.80 2.84 0.04
(l=high affiliation with others)
* This is the difference between the NCBS and the CBS scores
** Average scale by Scale
*** The Personality Scores were obtained by taking the average
value of i each group of questions in each personality
variable chosen, for example, the Affiliation Score of NCBS
= (2.45+ 3.15) 2= 2.80
This score is only a very rough indication of the general
characteristics of the smokers with respect to this personality
variable. These apply to Tables A.40 to A.47.
TABLE A.A
PERSONALITY VARIABLES; fRl FEMININITY
fifflfomen A 1 1 RnqnnnHnnf c NPR9 n u m f f
You always respect other
peop le
You are a sentimental and
soft-hearted person
All your friends consider you
appreciative, patient and helpfu
Feminintv Scorew
(1 31 High femininity )
9 9 A 7 9 9 n n A 7
2.44 2.67 2.84 0.17
2.92 2.91 2.93 0.02
2.50 2.75 2.66 0.0S
TABLE A-42
PERSONALITY VARIABLES: (C) CHANGE
S tat erne n t All Respondents NCBS CRS Dp f f -
You feel uncomfortable i
a Strange or Unfamiliar
Environmen t
You don't keep up to date
on the latest news
You do not readily change
opinions or values in different
circums tances
You don't lika to try new
products when they come out
Anti-Change Score
( 1 = very anti-change and
not adaptive)
2.70 2.70 2.70 0.0
4.01 1.97 4-05 0.08
1 7A 1 AQ 1 89 O 11
O 7 0 O 7. O in A
3.30 3.28 3.32 0.04
TABLE A.43
PERSONALITY VARIABLES: (D) SOCIAL RECOGNITION
Sr atemon t All Respondents NCBS CBS Diff.
You usually work for the approval
and recognition of others
Your friends consider you to be
very thoughtful and intelligent
All your friends consider you
appreciative, patient and helpful
You don't like to smoker wherever
you like irrespective of other people';
liking 2
Social Recognition Score
( 1 = High Social Recognition )
2.38 2.35 2.40 0.05
3.79 3.79 3.79 0.00
2.92 2.91 2.93 0.02
%
,96 3.03 2.89 0.14
3.01 3.02 3.UU U.U2
TABLE A.44
PFPCHNAT TTV VARJART.PQ • fF) TYTMTNANPF Anr.RFQTDM
Statemen t All Respondents NCBS CBS Dif f.
You prefer to have others
help you to make decisions
rather than make them yourself
You don't express your ideas
or try to influence others
Non-aggression Score:
( 1 Not Aggressive )
3.99 3.96 4.02 0.06
2.60 2.65 2.55 0.10
3.30 3.31 3.29
TABLE A.4
PERSONALITY VARIABLES: (F) ACHIEVEMENT
Statement A 1 1 Rncnnnrlon ( c NP. Dif f.
You try very hard to plan
vour work carefully
( Achievement Score, 1 = high Achievement Drive )
2.10 2.00 2.18 0.18
tabu; a•»
TABLE A.47
PERSONALITY VARIABLES: (C) SENTIENCE
Statement A 11 Re sponden t s NCBS CBS Di f f.
You are a sentimental and soft-hearte
You are usually worried,
depressed or troubled by
some thine
You are not a very activew
person
Sentience Score
( 1 Highly Sentimental )
2.44 2.67 2.84 0.17
2.86 2.90 2.83 0.07
2.92 2.93 2.92 0.01
2.74 2.83 2.86 0.03
PERSONALITY VARIABLES: (11) SELF-CONFIDENCE AND AUTONOMY
Statement All Resnondents NCRS CBS Di f f.
You are not afraid to argue
with anybody when you feel yo
are rieht
You seldom take other
people's advice
You like to smoke wherever you
like irrespective of other
people's liking
Confidence Score
( 1 35 High Condence )
2.38 2.41 2.33 0.0
3.72 3.75 1 0 OS
3.04 2.97 7 l l n l ,
3.05 3.04 7 77 n ni
TARI.V A.AH
OPINIONS ON ADVERTISEMENT
Stat ement All Re snonden t NCRS CBS Miff.
You enjoy watching cigarette
advertisement on TV
Children are exposed to
too much cigarette advertising
on TV
Television advertisements
do net usually tell the truthw
Advertisements inform you of
things you should buy where
vou can get them
There are too much advertisements
on television
3.82 3.69 3.95 n 7 f%
7 20v ? 1 7 2.27 0. 15
2.46 2.41 2.51 0. 10
4.02 3.92 4.11 0. 19
? 77 ? ? ?»,m 7 77 0.00
TABLE A.49
OPINION ON HEALTH
Statement All Respondents NCBS CBS Diff.
Sore throats are usually
caused by smoking
Athletes should not smoke
During times of stress
smoking helps you relax
Smoking is harmful to health
3.43 3.31 3.55 0.24
2.53 2.68 2.39 0.29
2.01 2.05 1.97 0.08
2.61 2.64 2.58 0.06
MISCELLANEOUS OPINIONS
Statement All Respondents NCBS CBS DiH.
You are very concerned about how
much money you spend 2.25 2.36 2.15 0.21
Hong Kong Cigarette Prices
are too low 4.68 4.60 4.77 0.17
Cigarette packages do not
protect the contents very well 3.93 3.96 3.91 0.05
Brand Loyalty is not for
smart shoppers 2.86 2.87 2.85 0.02
Smoking is one of your
most enjoyable activities 2.12 2.05 2.20 0.15
Women should not smoke
In public 3.10 3.10 0.00
CHINESE NEWSPAPERS EXPOSURE
Newspaper Political A l l NCBS CBS
Indication Respondents
HONG KONGTime s Ultra Right 0.8% 1.6% 0.0%
Kung Sheung Yat Pao Right 3.370 5.5% 1.1%
Kung Sheung Man Pao Right 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
Sing Pao Right 22.9% 28.5% 17.6%
Tin Tin Yat Pao Right 0.4%. 0.4% 0.4%
Wah Kiu Man Pao Right 0.2%. 0.4%. 0.0%
Wah Kiu Yat Pao Right 1.2%. 2.0% 0.4%
Nam Wah Man Pao Right 0.2% 0.0% 0.4%
Express Neutral Right 6.2% 7.1% 5.3%
Sing Tao Man Pao Neutral Right 9.1% 10.3% 8.0%
Sing Tao Yat Pao Neutral Right 3.1% 2.8% 3.4%
Ming Pao Neutral 4.7% 5.1% 4.2%
Ming Pao Man Pao Neutral 0.2% 0.4% 0.0%
Sen Wan Evening News Neutral 1.4% 2.0% 0.8%
H.K. Daily News Neutral 4.7% 5.5% 3.8%
Chinese Star Neutral 0.8% 1.6% 0.0%
Oriental Daily News Neutral 8.7% 11.9% 5.7%
Ching Pao Left 12.8% 4.3%. 21.01%
H.K. Commercial Daily Left 10.7% 4.0% 17.3%
TABLE A.10
TABLE A.51
(Basw=515)( Base=253) (Base= 262)
EXPOSURE TO ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS
Newspaper A 1 1 Respondents NCBS CBS
Hong Kong Standard 0.0%. 0.0%. O.0%
South China Morning Post 0.4%. 0.8%. 0.0%
Star 0.2%, 0.4%. 0.0%.
(Base=515) (Eaise=253) (Base=262)
TABLE A. 53
TELEVISION WATCHING AND RADIO LISTENING FREQUENCY
3 or More 1-2 times/wk. 1-2 times/m. Never
times/week
NCBS CBS NCBS CBS NCBS CBS NCBS CBS
TVB- Pearl 1.2%. 1.5% 4.3%. 0.0%. 19.8%. 3.8%. 74.7%. 93.9%
TVB- Jade 85.4% 66.8% 4.7%. 15.3%. 7.9%. 12.6% 2.0%. 5.3%.
RTV- Chinese 77.5%. 61.1% 11.1%. 16.0%. 7.9%, 15.3% 3.6% 7.6%.
RTV -English 2.4%. 1.9%. 1.6%. 0.4%. 17.0%. 4.2%, 79.1%. 93.5%.
Commerical Radio I 26.9%. 26.7%. 27.3%. 21.0%. 37.5%. 40.1%. 8.3%. 12.25.
Commercial Radio II 17.0% 22.9%. 28.1%. 22.5%. 40.7%. 37.4% 14.2% 17.2%.
Commercial English 1.6%. 0.4%. 4.7% 0.8%. 5.9% 4.2%. 87.7%, 94.7%
Radio Villa Verde
TABLE A.54
WEEKLIES READING FREQUENCY IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS OF INTERVIEW
Weeklies All Respondents NCBS CBS
Cover Up 6.4% 8.3% 4.6%
Weekender 4.1% 7.1% 1.1%
Far Eastern Economic Review 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Hong Kong T.V. 2.1% 2.8% 1.5%
Newsweek 0.2% 0.4% 0.0%
Ming Pao Weekly 4.3% 5.9% 2.7%
Sunday Post-Herald 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Time 0.2°I 0.4% 0.0%
T.V. Times 1.7% 1.6% 1.9%
Sing Tao Saturday Weekly 5.6% 6.7% 4.6%
Asia Magazines 0.2% 0.4% 0.0%
Asia Weekly 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%
(Base=515) (Base=253) (B.Ise=262)
(Macau) 1.6% 1.5% 11.9% 12.3% 24.5% 22.9% 62.1%43.4%
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CHECKLIST OF MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS
• VUatUIMVIil UMUIMMinVMIIfi WWt
i 4wft 1p-ft » ft-ft ft. •%?ft •• ft t •%'•
Number of potential buycrs-by region.
Number of buyers -by region.
ft _ —.- ——m£,1 . .» .m.I !«.M» „ »«.—2 amMAwtea naMaAMa »•%.I 1 k amMa1 a a AMA1
« . W - W, » J m + fl! » —
9wa«311.C ui 14iiii 11j i cruiur, r«iicu) ixgiuii.MRA A » A 2 4 ft ft § Wp _ V
rn »iiregion.
uroan.
Where buyers buy-urbari. suburban, rural; trading center, Iocs
.i%JKr.r •• f rr%
Size of purchase.
huttMamftktilf I SaMA »% I ItiAAt lS»MAl%.Aa%tII t I ftft V 1'A '1 Iftftllft.il nil JVII WUJ- UIMVft
aaMrfr-JAiaa«tak«.uflMft.AMfffttMAAMj fcftft«C°
frequency oi purchase._ - . . -
tiow iiUftCrs uiift —uranu sjcciiication or nov. hti
|H I M'IMI ll|7}v V I ItJII ftUUIIlil • villl vl vliUII«
Why buyers buy-attitudes, motivation.
Who influences buying decisions — type of product and brar
Uses for product.
Unfavorable attitudes of buyers of brand.
• If a. ? m-i— • _ _ _ ' 9» 1 — t 2 ,A.mAMArm.HakMMAMlNfc.ft.Atoftft%AT.«Mi'AA'ftMtfelb.ftA»A.Mlft4kAM,ftM.ft.ftVv WW•»Wft wWV. Vftwww79wwwwwwwnmmm-mmw
B. The Structure of the Market
Number of competitors.
Number of brands-national, regional, local.
Share of market by brands, total, regional, city size, type of store.
Characteristics of leading brands.
Differentiation of own brand from Readers.
Policies, the offer, methods and tools of nrinciDal competitors.
9 Prrvliiri
A. Ti» Pmelnri. j uc rroauci
Quality-materials, workmanship, design, method of manufac-
fur
•»••••»• ' ..1•«..'•V••• -?i 1, 'MSTtv•••;.,.....j. . •;.;. ......
Adapted from: A. W. Frcy. The Effective Market-
ina Mix (Hanover. N.H.: Amos Tuck School.i
r it vl n«(kill h f tl l(k (lei IO
Models and sizes.
Essential or luxury.
nr clihnninrfvuin v iiivi«v
B. The Package. JF ' • • ... ; • ... • . .
Attributes of protection, convenience, attractiveness, identifica¬
tion, adaptability to type of retail outlet,and economy, through:
material; size; shape; construction; label-design, color, copy;
closure; competitive value.
C. The lira miI fir fjfffficc
Adequacy with reference to memory value, suggest Ivencss, picas-
ingncss, family expansion, legal protection, goodwill value.










Total number of retailers, each type by region.
t Total number of wholesalers, each type by region.
Percent retailers, each type, handling brand by region.
Degree of aggressive retailer cooperation, by region, store type
and city size.
Indications of shift in relative importance of channels.
4. Promotion
A. Personal Selling





Atht'i t f vifirWmW.▼w«mw•7m
Size of space and time units-effectiveness.
Appeals and themes-effectiveness.
Use of black-and-white and color-effectiveness.
Mrihnds of merchandisinc advertising.
C. Sales Promotion
Types of activity-deal, premiums, bulletins, portfolios, and soon.
Cooperative advertising arrangements.
D. Publicitu
Volume and nature-releases, clippings, mentions.
5. Price
At factory.
To wholesalers, by type, size, and regions.
To retailers, by type, size, and regions.
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的
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还
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增
多
，
而
銷
路
亦
有
上
昇
的
趨
勢
，
如
果
此
一
增
長
年
維
持
下
去
，
中
國
煙
將
會
影
響
英
，
美
煙
的
銷
售
量
，
本
港
具
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模
的
香
煙
製
造
商
和
入
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商
—
—
英
美
煙
草
公
司
—
—
亦
威
到
此
種
趨
勢
的
存
在
，
深
覺
有
加
以
研
究
之
必
要
。
於
是
在
一
九
七
四
年
底
該
公
司
與
香
港
中
文
大
學
嶺
南
工
商
管
理
研
究
所
合
作
一
項
香
港
中
國
及
非
中
國
牌
子
吸
煙
人
仕
的
比
較
研
究
。
本
論
文
作
者
及
其
導
師
嘉
壽
博
士
均
为
此
項
研
究
的
負
責
人
。
由
於
此
一
研
究
是
由
該
公
司
主
辦
，
其
結
果
的
公
佈
恐
怕
會
防
礙
該
公
司
的
業
務
，
故
此
本
論
文
中
對
於
牌
子
各
称
皆
加
以
隱
匿
，
而
分
別
以
牌
子
一
至
十
代
替
其
原
有
名
称
。
本
論
文
的
撰
寫
，
就
是
根
據
這
項
研
究
香
港
中
文
大
學
嶺
南
工
商
管
理
研
究
所
論
文
紙
第三頁
4的
一
些
结
果
而
成
本
论
文
的
研
究
对
象
是
经
常
吸
食
中
国
及
非
中
国
牌
子
香
烟
的
人
仕
。
研
究
目
的
在
试
图
发
掘
这
两
组
消
费
者
对
选
出
的
十
種
不
同
牌
子
香
煙
其
中
三
種
為
中
國
香
煙
的
用
量
、
印
象
、
倫
好
、
及
各
香
煙
特
質
重
要
性
不
同
意
見
。
此
外
，
并
運
用
一
些
心
理
個
性
測
驗
，
試
圖
求
出
這
兩
組
消
費
者
行
為
的
差
異
，
在
分
析
詳
細
資
料
時
，
曾
應
用
較
新
的
技
術
如
Discrim
inarnt
A
nalysis
和
M
ultidim
ensional
Scaling
找
出
精
細
的
結
果
在
本
論
文
的
研
究
中
，
兩
組
不
同
的
對
象
分
別
接
受
詳
細
的
請
問
，
第
一
組
：
為
二
百
六
十
二
位
經
常
吸
食
中
國
牌
子
香
煙
包
5括
古
瓷
、
中
華
、
紅
雙
喜
、
人
參
、
地
球
、
長
城
、
牡
丹
、
七
星
、
大
山
及
火
炬
的
消
費
者
;
第
二
组
為
二
白
五
十
三
位
經
營
吸
食
其
他
非
中
國
牌
于
香
煙
的
消
費
者
。
既
然
作
為
所
得
到
的
負
料
不
可
能
絕
對
代
表
全
港
的
消
費
者
，
但
已
達
量
利
用
資
料
顯
出
他
們
的
吸
煙
行
為
的
特
性
。
特
別
是
兩
組
消
費
者
之
間
的
差
異
，
其
中
主
要
的
意
見
可
描
述
如
下
。
（
一
）
消
費
者
的
特
性
，
绝
大
部
分
介
绍
访
问
者
属
于
中
下
层
阶
级
的
人
士
，
而
在
教
育
水
平
方
面
，
第
一
组
及
第
二
张
略
低
。
未
婚
的
和
女
性
的
都
较
少
十
年
龄
此
较
大
而
入
息
比
较
低
。
大
部
分
的
被
访
问
者
都
有
超
过
三
年
的
吸
烟
经
验
，
平
均
每
人
每
天
吸
食
6十
五
支
，
而
第
一
組
的
消
耗
量
則
稍
大
，
通
常
他
們
吸
煙
的
情
況
是
，
每
天
吸
食
、
飯
後
、
休
息
時
、
無
聯
時
、
在
与
車
上
，
或
辦
公
時
吸
食
。
百
份
之
六
十
的
被
訪
問
者
、
除
經
常
吸
食
自
己
最
喜
愛
的
牌
子
外
，
並
未
吸
食
其
他
牌
子
的
香
煙
、
這
表
明
大
部
份
的
吸
煙
者
都
相
當
忠
於
自
己
喜
愛
的
牌
子
，
在
心
理
個
性
測
驗
方
面
除
第
一
組
較
注
重
价
廉
之
外
、
資
料
未
能
顯
示
出
兩
組
消
費
者
有
任
何
特
殊
的
差
異
。
㈡
牌
子
及
香
煙
的
特
性
：
最
能
影
响
一
種
牌
子
銷
售
量
的
特
性
依
次
為
，
順
喉
、
味
醇
、
煙
絲
的
味
道
、
价
錢
、
香
味
、
有
□
濾
咀
。
除
第
一
組
覺
得
价
廉
特
別
重
要
之
外
，
兩
組
的
意
見
相
差
7不
多
。
約
有
百
份
之
六
十
的
被
訪
问
者
都
吸
過
美
式
煙
和
英
式
煙
而
大
部
份
都
能
準
確
地
把
其
中
七
咱
非
中
國
牌
子
香
煙
辨
別
為
美
式
或
英
式
煙
、
但
中
國
牌
子
的
香
煙
則
被
列
為
中
國
製
造
。
一
般
來
說
，
他
們
覺
得
英
式
煙
□
美
式
煙
為
辣
，
為
噥
、
有
強
烈
的
煙
草
味
，
□
痰
、
染
黃
牙
齒
。
絕
大
部
份
的
被
訪
問
者
都
喜
愛
二
十
支
庄
的
香
煙
，
第
一
組
的
消
費
者
多
喜
愛
牌
子
一
、
四
及
二
、
而
第
二
組
最
喜
愛
的
牌
子
為
四
、
五
和
七
。
牌
子
四
、
五
、
七
和
九
均
被
認
為
是
价
高
，
貨
商
和
信
譽
好
的
牌
子
。
㈢
零
售
及
廣
告
媒
介
：
香
煙
的
零
售
商
遍
設
港
九
及
新
界
，
所
以
很
少
有
不
能
購
買
到
另
一
牌
子
香
煙
的
情
況
出
現
，
而
絕
大
8部
份
的
消
費
者
都
與
零
售
商
發
生
直
接
関
係
。
經
常
出
現
於
廣
告
的
牌
子
依
次
為
：
牌
子
四
、
五
、
七
、
十
、
九
、
八
、
六
及
一
。
中
文
电
視
台
為
最
普
遍
和
最
有
效
的
廣
告
媒
介
，
其
次
為
电
台
，
報
紙
和
雜
誌
。
英
文
媒
介
的
收
看
聽
率
很
低
，
尤
以
第
一
組
消
費
者
為
然
。
第
一
組
消
費
者
平
日
閱
讀
最
多
的
中
文
報
紙
依
次
為
：
晶
報
、
成
報
、
香
港
商
報
和
東
方
日
報
；
第
二
組
依
次
為
：
成
報
東
方
日
報
、
星
島
晚
報
和
快
報
。
從
閱
讀
的
媒
介
和
實
地
的
訪
問
中
，
第
一
組
的
消
費
者
似
乎
政
治
意
識
實
強
。
㈣
香
煙
的
價
錢
：
可
能
因
為
入
息
較
低
的
緣
故
，
第
一
組
對
價
錢
的
高
低
比
較
着
重
。
在
選
定
的
十
種
牌
子
中
，
牌
子
十
，
八
9和
三
皆
被
列
為
低
價
煙
。
而
在
選
擇
吸
食
超
過
一
種
牌
子
時
，
第
二
組
的
消
費
者
比
較
喜
愛
價
錢
廉
宜
的
香
煙
。
一
般
的
被
訪
問
者
認
為
香
港
的
香
煙
價
格
並
不
低
廉
。
作
者
當
然
希
望
上
述
分
析
結
果
對
香
煙
公
司
的
負
責
人
能
有
若
干
幫
助
、
但
他
們
絕
對
不
能
完
全
依
賴
這
些
消
費
者
的
意
見
。
他
們
尚
須
顧
及
其
他
因
素
，
才
能
擬
訂
出
一
個
完
整
而
有
效
的
市
場
的
策
畧
。
但
總
的
說
來
，
消
費
者
的
研
究
實
為
一
最
基
本
，
最
先
決
的
要
素
。


